Fall Commencement 2022

December 16 and 17
History of Oklahoma State University

In the latter half of the 1800's, Vermont congressman Justin Smith Morrill saw a need for a new model for higher education. President Abraham Lincoln agreed, signing the Land-Grant College Act of 1862 or the “Morrill Act,” establishing land-grant universities. These institutions ushered in an era of higher education aimed at lifting an entirely new class of citizens toward the American Dream.

From this foundation, the story of Oklahoma State University began on Christmas Eve, 1890, at the McKennon Opera House in Oklahoma’s territorial capital of Guthrie when Territorial Governor George W. Steele signed legislation establishing an Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College (OAMC) in Payne County. OAMC’s first students assembled for class on Dec. 14, 1891, even though there weren’t any buildings, books or curriculum. The college’s first students attended classes in the Stillwater Congregational Church. The original campus consisted of 200 acres of prairie donated by four local homesteaders. The college’s first six graduates received their diplomas in 1896.

OSU grew rapidly following World War II. The post-war years were marked by an enrollment surge and the “Veteran’s Village” on the northwest edge of campus. The mid-1940s were a golden era for athletics at Oklahoma A&M. In a 90-day period in early 1945, OAMC teams won the Cotton Bowl, the NCAA championship in wrestling, and the NCAA championship in basketball. Coaches and players from that era are sports legends. Coach Henry Iba set a national standard in basketball and Edward Gallagher took OAMC wrestling teams to international prominence.

By the 1950s, the college had grown substantially. In 1957, OAMC became The Oklahoma State University for Agriculture and Applied Science. During the next three decades, OSU built academic programs to match its new status. Enrollment more than doubled from 10,385 in 1957 to more than 23,000 in the 1980s. OSU became a statewide university system, adding branches in Okmulgee in 1946 and Oklahoma City in 1961. OSU merged with the Oklahoma College of Osteopathic Medicine in 1988 to create the OSU Center for Health Sciences, and OSU-Tulsa was born in 1999. Under the leadership of Burns Hargis, OSU’s 18th president, the university saw record enrollment and fundraising. OSU raised more than $2.2 billion in private support during Hargis’ 13 years as president. OSU welcomed the six largest freshmen classes in school history in 2012, 2015, 2017, 2018, 2019 and again in 2021. In 2022, multiple enrollment records were broken, including a new record for the largest freshman class.

Visitors to the campus often marvel at its beauty and architecture. Much of the credit goes to legendary president, Henry G. Bennett, who served from 1928-1951. Dr. Bennett’s 25-year campus master plan envisioned the Edmon Low Library and the OSU Student Union. During his tenure, OSU President Burns Hargis guided unprecedented construction that made OSU more competitive in academics and athletics. In October 2019, OSU opened The McKnight Center for the Performing Arts with a performance from the New York Philharmonic. The Greenwood School of Music connects to the McKnight Center and opened in fall 2021. Construction is underway on a new teaching, research and Extension facility for OSU Agriculture. The New Frontiers Agricultural Hall embodies OSU’s land-grant mission and will elevate the important work completed on campus and throughout the OSU system.

OSU alumna Kayse Shrum was named the 19th president of Oklahoma State University and took over the role on July 1, 2021. She previously served as president and dean of the OSU Center for Health Sciences. Dr. Shrum is the first woman to lead the university, and since she has taken office, Shrum has spearheaded university-level institutes that are interdisciplinary, integrated and agile including the Hamm Institute for American Energy at Oklahoma State University; the Oklahoma Aerospace Institute for Research and Education; and the Counter-UAS Center for Excellence, a partnership aimed at strengthening national defense. She also launched a far-reaching and deliberate plan for the future of OSU. The strategy was revealed in October 2022, with a goal for OSU to be THE preeminent land-grant university. It includes measurable and audacious goals, designed to meet the needs of students, parents and Oklahoma’s workforce.

Today, OSU has 35,000 students across five campuses and a presence in every Oklahoma county through its Extension offices and experiment stations. From six graduates in 1896, to 5,000 annually today, the small college on the prairie has prospered far beyond the dreams of its founders. Rooted in our land-grant tradition and united by the Cowboy Code, OSU’s teaching, research, Extension and graduates are making a bigger impact on the lives of people around the world than ever before. It’s a great time to be a Cowboy!
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Class of 2022,

Congratulations on your accomplishment! I know the road has been long to reach this point in your academic career, and it traversed some of the most unusual and challenging times in university history.

From the entire OSU community — faculty, staff, alumni and donors — we are proud of you for persevering. You have dreamed big, overcome challenges and raised the bar. As we celebrate this milestone with each of you, we also celebrate your integrity. The Cowboy Code calls us to do what’s right, even when it’s hard. You’ve done that, and we know you will continue to embody the values and spirit of Oklahoma State University.

OSU graduates have been leaving their mark on the world for well over a century in every discipline. From engineering to medicine, from the sciences to the humanities and more, OSU alumni make the world a better place. I cannot wait to see what you accomplish in the years to come.

We are delighted to recognize you and your accomplishments at our commencement ceremonies. After the ceremony closes, keep the momentum. Set goals, make plans and continue to dream big. One step at a time, march toward your next goal. We will continue to celebrate you, our fellow Cowboys, and your accomplishments.

Congratulations, and Go Pokes!

Sincerely,

Kayse Shrum
President, Oklahoma State University
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To the Class of 2022,

On behalf of the Oklahoma State University Alumni Association and OSU graduates around the globe, I would like to welcome you to the alumni family!

Earning your degree from OSU is something to be extremely proud of under normal circumstances, but as you’re well aware, the past few years have been anything but normal. As the Cowboy Code says, we finish what we start. You have persevered and proven that being a Cowboy isn’t in our clothes; it’s in our character.

It’s important to remember your time as a Cowboy is really just beginning, and that’s why the Alumni Association is here. I encourage you to connect with us before leaving campus by downloading the Orange Connection app and reviewing the section for new graduates. Within the app, you can also learn about the best way to remain connected to your alma mater – membership in the Alumni Association.

We help new graduates secure employment, connect them with chapters of alumni throughout the nation and keep them informed on what’s happening back at OSU in Stillwater. We also have virtual programming for alumni and fans, and we hope you’ll take advantage of all of these great benefits wherever your journey takes you.

Congratulations again on this tremendous accomplishment. We look forward to serving you for many years to come.

Go Pokes!

Dr. Ann Caine, ’98 – Life Member
President, OSU Alumni Association
Alma Mater Hymn of Oklahoma State University
Words by Robert McCulloh, ’49

Proud and immortal, Bright shines your name;
Oklahoma State, We herald your fame.
Ever you’ll find us loyal and true,
To our Alma Mater, O. S. U.

Oklahoma
Written by Oscar Hammerstein II
Music by Richard Rodgers

Oklahoma, where the wind comes sweepin’ down the plain,
And the wavin’ wheat can sure smell sweet
When the wind comes right behind the rain.
Oklahoma, ev’ry night my honey lamb and I
Sit alone and talk and watch a hawk makin’ lazy circles in the sky
We know we belong to the land
And the land we belong to is grand!
And when we say -Yeeow! A-yip-i-o-ee-ay!
We’re only sayin’ You’re doin’ fine, Oklahoma!
Oklahoma - O.K.
Friday, December 16, 2022

Graduate Ceremony

Presiding
Sheryl Tucker, Oklahoma State University Vice Provost and Graduate College Dean

Processional
“Pomp and Circumstance” .................................................. Elgar

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” ................................................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ....................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests
Sheryl Tucker, Vice Provost and Dean

Remarks
Rebecca Sheehan, Graduate Council Vice Chair and Associate Professor of Geography

Conferral of Degrees
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Honorary Commencement Marshal Recognition

Recognition of Degree Candidates
Kevin Voss, Professor of Marketing and International Business
(west podium)
Nathan Horton, Visiting Assistant Professor of English
(east podium)

Closing Remarks
Sheryl Tucker, Vice Provost and Dean
Kayse Shrum, President

Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” .................................................................................... McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Sign Language Interpreter
Taylor Woodall-Greene

Musicians
Aaron Alimena, Vocalist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Amanda Barber, Vocalist
Jacob Diaz, Vocalist
McKenzie Graves, Vocalist
HONORARY GRADUATE COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS

The Honorary Graduate Commencement Marshal recognition is the highest honor bestowed on Doctoral and Master’s degree graduates at commencement. Marshals have demonstrated scholarly achievement, as evidenced by academic performance and discipline-appropriate scholarly contributions that capture the essence of our land-grant mission. We congratulate the following students on this outstanding achievement.

Bailee Jade Augustino
Master of Science in Integrative Biology
Research Mentor: Dr. Michael Reichert
College of Arts and Sciences

Che Luis Deer
Master of Science in Horticulture
Research Mentor: Dr. Bizhen Hu
Ferguson College of Agriculture

Alvin Dinh Ngo
Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Research Mentors: Dr. Jamey Jacob
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Melissa Lynn Reed
Doctor of Philosophy in Entomology
Research Mentor: Dr. W. Wyatt Hoback
Ferguson College of Agriculture
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17, 2022

UNDERGRADUATE CEREMONIES

Presiding
Kayse Shrum, President, Oklahoma State University

Platform Party Processional
Oklahoma State University Pipes & Drums Band
William Tetrick, Pipe Major

The National Anthem
“The Star Spangled Banner” .............................. Key

The State Song
“Oklahoma” ............................................... Rodgers and Hammerstein

Introduction of Special Guests

Greetings from the Board of Regents
Jarold Callahan, Chair

Greetings from the Faculty Council
Ki Cole
Chair of the General Faculty
Associate Professor, Research, Evaluation, Measurement and Statistics

Greetings from the Student Government Association
Riley Pritzlaff

Presentation of Honorary Degree

Commencement Speaker
United States Representative Frank Lucas

Special Recognition

Conferral of Degrees
Morning Ceremony
Ferguson College of Agriculture
College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology
College of Arts and Sciences

Afternoon Ceremony
College of Education and Human Sciences
Spears School of Business
Alma Mater Hymn
“OSU Alma Mater” ................................................................. McCulloh

Closing Music
“OSU Fight Song”

Recessional - Platform Party

Recessional - Students

Sign Language Interpreter
Taylor Woodall-Greene

Musicians
Aaron Alimena, Vocalist
Megan Barth Argo, Pianist
Amanda Barber, Vocalist
Jacob Diaz, Vocalist
McKenzie Graves, Vocalist
College Orange Gown Recipients

The following outstanding undergraduate students have been chosen to carry their college or school gonfalon and serve as representatives of the graduates during the undergraduate commencement ceremony. These students are uniquely recognized with an honorary orange cap and gown.

College of Arts and Sciences

Liesl Pauline Melnick
Bachelor of Science,
Communication Sciences and Disorders
Mundelein, Illinois

College of Education and Human Sciences

MacKenzie G. Jones
Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences,
Human Development and Family Science
Orlando, Florida

College of Engineering, Architecture and Technology

Blake Andrew Barton
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

Ferguson College of Agriculture

Roy James Grant
Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources,
Agribusiness
Muskogee, Oklahoma

Spears School of Business

Rachel Marie McKisick
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration,
Hospitality and Tourism Management
Bachelor of Science in Business Administration,
Marketing
Catoosa, Oklahoma
HONORS COLLEGE DEGREE CANDIDATES

The following students are fall degree candidates for the Honors College Degree. This degree requires a minimum of 36 honors credit hours, completion of the General Honors Award and the Departmental or College Honors Award, and earning OSU and cumulative grade-point averages of at least 3.50 at the time of degree completion.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Arts
Lydia Noelle Blew • Global Studies
Riley Elizabeth Jones • English

Bachelor of Science
Madisen Lucille Brown • Zoology
Emily Frances Forster • Medicinal and Biophysical Chemistry
Liesl Pauline Melnick • Communication Sciences and Disorders
Kealee Raine Spencer • Psychology
Meghan Elizabeth Weeks • Strategic Communications

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY

Bachelor of Architecture
Jacey Bret Watson

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
Caleb Walter Triplett

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Alexander Geoffrey Roubik

FERGUSON COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
Ronie Kay Loffelmacher • Natural Resource Ecology and Management

SPEARS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Erica Danielle Besch • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ryan Joseph Gabriel • Entrepreneurship
Taylor Diane Godwin • Economics
Haneen M. Rashwan • Marketing
Megan Ashley Stedman • Accounting
Congressman Frank Lucas is a fifth-generation Oklahoman whose family has lived and farmed in Oklahoma for more than a century. He graduated from Oklahoma State University in 1982 with a degree in agricultural economics. As an undergraduate at OSU, he served as the chair of the College Republicans.

In 1988, Lucas was elected to the Oklahoma House of Representatives, serving three terms from 1989 to 1994. During his service to Blaine, Dewey, Ellis, Harper, Roger Mills and Woodward Counties in the Oklahoma State House, Lucas also served as the House Republican Caucus Secretary and later as the Caucus Chairman.

He was first elected to the United States House of Representatives in a special election in 1994. Lucas represents Oklahoma’s Third Congressional District, which includes all or portions of 32 counties in northern and western Oklahoma, stretching from the Oklahoma Panhandle to parts of Tulsa, and from Yukon to Altus in the southwest. It takes up almost half the state’s land mass and is one of the largest agricultural regions in the nation.

Since elected, Lucas has been a crusader for the American farmer. He currently serves as the ranking member on the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology, where he advocates for Oklahoma’s energy, technology and aerospace industries. He’s committed to ensuring that the nation harnesses American innovation; improves energy efficiency and effectiveness; supports research and basic science labs; improves access to STEM education; builds the American STEM workforce; and maintains American global leadership in space exploration.

As a senior member, and the longest serving Republican on the House Committee on Financial Services, Lucas is committed to ensuring that rural Oklahomans have access to what they need to build a business like credit and capital.

Lucas is a wheat farmer and cattle rancher, carrying on the legacy of his father. In January 2011, he made history as the first Oklahoman to be elected as Chairman of the House Committee on Agriculture.

Lucas prides himself on a common-sense approach to government, and led the committee in passing the 2014 Farm Bill which reformed food stamps and repealed or consolidated nearly 100 government programs.

Lucas and his wife, Lynda, have three children and three grandchildren. They call Cheyenne, Oklahoma, home.
Beginning his banking career in 1962, Gene Rainbolt acquired the First American Bank in Purcell, Oklahoma and very soon after he purchased the Federal National Bank in Shawnee. Throughout his career, Rainbolt focused on helping struggling banks and founded Thunderbird Financial Corporation, a management service that assisted financial institutions in which invested. With plans to build a statewide banking network, Rainbolt formed United Community Corporation in 1985 creating Oklahoma’s first multi-bank holding company. Twelve banks merged under a single charter, and BancFirst was eventually founded in 1989. BancFirst continues to prosper and is the largest state-chartered bank in Oklahoma where Rainbolt serves as Chairman Emeritus and son, David, serves as the Chief Executive Officer.

Throughout his career, Rainbolt witnessed multi-generational economic hardship and became an advocate of education to bring change and opportunity. He has provided support for faculty and students in a variety of areas at Oklahoma State University, including the Spears School of Business, the Division of Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources and the Wes Watkins Center for International Trade and Development. He has supported scholarships for students interested in the banking industry, and has supported endowed faculty positions, including his investment in the agricultural finance program in Agricultural Economics. Additionally, the Rainbolt Chair of Agricultural Finance has supported Extension programs for Oklahoma’s farmers, ranchers and agribusinesses to ensure sustainable financial success and financial well-being in rural communities. Activities have also provided teaching and research to the state’s producers and agribusiness, including lending institutions and other community institutions that support agricultural enterprises.

Rainbolt has provided community support for a variety of areas within Oklahoma including serving on the Board of Governors for the Communities Foundation of Oklahoma; serving as the Founding Chairman of Calm Waters; serving on the Leadership Council for the Charles and Peggy Stephenson Oklahoma Cancer Center; previously serving as a Trustee for the OU Foundation; Chairman of the Oklahoma Arts Institute; Director on the board of the Oklahoma City Philharmonic; President of the Oklahoma Bankers Association; Director on the Oklahoma Medical Research Foundation Board; Advisory Director for Habitat for Humanity and Director of Leadership Oklahoma.

Gene Rainbolt holds an economics undergraduate degree and a masters’ degree in finance from the University of Oklahoma, and served in the U.S. Army during the Korean War.
POSTHUMOUS DEGREE
Fall 2022

Jesse Brian Tabor
College of Engineering, Architecture, and Technology
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
GRADUATE CANDIDATES  
FALL 2022  

GRADUATE COLLEGE  
Sheryl A. Tucker, Vice Provost and Dean  

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION  
Amanda Mae Brown-Harvey • Applied Educational Studies  
Matthew D. Cook • School Administration  
Carolyn Elaine Erickson • School Administration  
Dianna P. C. Humphrey • School Administration  
James D. Polk • Applied Educational Studies  
Harley Dee Thomas, Jr. • Applied Educational Studies  
Ellen Cordelia Vannoy • School Administration  
Martha Elizabeth Yates • School Administration  

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY  
Yahya B. Abdullah • Business Administration  
Alla Eddine Acheli • Civil Engineering  
Hussein Ali Al Dakheeli • Civil Engineering  
Frances M. Alvarado Albertorio • Education  
Austin Ray Anderson • Chemistry  
Ava Sharie Armstead • Human Sciences  
Jamar Carlie Marie Bynum • Geology  
Karie J. Carpenter • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies  
John Joseph Cisar • Fire and Emergency Management Administration  
Jerry Higgins Clark • Physics  
Niloufar Daemi • Industrial Engineering and Management  
Abbey Ann Davis • Business Administration  
Michelle Tenae Dostal • English  
Mohammad Abdullah Salem Ebqa’ai • Chemistry  
Adam Scott Ellis • Education  
Marjorie Anne Erdmann • Business Administration  
Juan J. Flores, Jr. • Business Administration  
Parniyan Goodarzi • Animal Science  
JooHun Han • Agricultural Economics  
Ishan Niranga Jayalath Arachchige Don • Chemistry  
Qiao Jin • Entomology  
Allan Katende • Petroleum Engineering  
Jaehong Kim • Civil Engineering  
Sean Daniel Kinder • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies  
Robert Joseph King • Business Administration  
Frank Kiyimba • Animal Science  
Raana Koushki • Civil Engineering  
Pralhad Lamichhane • Materials Science and Engineering  
Wenyao Liu • Civil Engineering  
Punya Prasad Mainali • Physics  
Tori Lee Marshall • Agricultural Economics
Reba Lillian McDermott • Business Administration
Alina Mizell • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Alvin Dinh Ngo • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Bertan Ozdogru • Chemical Engineering
Megan Shelly Pitt • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Davood Pour Sina • Agricultural Economics
Melissa Lynn Reed • Entomology
Russell Allyn Rhoads • Business Administration
Tonya Monic Rhodes • Education
Kyle Joseph Risser • Entomology
Alexander Rohan John • Environmental Science
James P. Ruetz • Business Administration
Sai Aravindh Sankara Narayanan • Veterinary Biomedical Sciences
Meghan Drew Sealey • Statistics
Ryan Patrick Shannon • Integrative Biology
Ligang Shen • Civil Engineering
Oliver M. Spivey • English
Christal G. Strickland • Educational Psychology
Mohammad Firas Tamimi • Civil Engineering
Geetika Vennam • Electrical Engineering
John M. Weaver • Education
Conn LeBonn Robert Wethington • Geology
Gregory A. Wicklman • Business Administration
Shauni D’Na Windle • Integrative Biology
Tong Wu • Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Ping Xiao • Animal Science
Archana Yadav • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Zhe Yu • Electrical Engineering

SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION
Ellen Cordelia Vannoy

MASTER OF AGRICULTURE
Cassidy Rae Barker • General Agriculture
Moriah Jo Donica • International Agriculture
Catherine Parisa Kimball • General Agriculture

MASTER OF ARTS
Katanna Elizabeth Davis • History
Emma Flournoy • Political Science
Reid Michael Harris • Social Foundations of Education
Alexandra Dawn Kummell • History
Makenzie M. Newton • Political Science
Mara Joy Sylvester • Political Science

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Cassie Lee Adams • Paige Ann Arnold
Brendan James Alexander • Frank Benavides III
Chelsea R. Alexander • Joshua Benjamin Blanks
Jennifer Louise Alexander • Travis Scott Buchan
Brian Michael Antal • Jordan C. Burbank
Michael Elias Cabello
Robert Eric Cale, Jr.
Michael David Caulfield
Paul Gregory Davis
Victoria Elisabeth Davis
Jess Allen Duncan
Bradley K. Dunn
Craig Richard Durkee
Elizabeth E. Edwards
Jordan Samuel Garrett
Kristen Michelle Grant
Keamu Anthony Christopher Gututala
Cameron Christian Hall
Aubriana Marie Hanon
John R. Hayes
Joel Aaron Heinen
Andrea Lynn Henke
Tyler Barnes Hickman
Katherine P. Hoffman
Stevanie Huff
Kevin Joseph Huffer
Jennifer Johnsen
Chideha Chinecherem Kanu
Noah Edward Kee
Paula Marie Keefe
Phillip Michael Kindschi
Scott M. King
Kendra Ruth Kroeker
Grace Amanda Kurecki
Andrew James Leust
Seng Hooi Lim
Carlie E. Malone

Kevin Allen Marshall
Adam Shawn Martin
Meaghan Renee Martinsen
Michael Steven McCormick, Jr.
Shalyn Rose Melvin
Kurt Andrew Meyers
Grant Clayton Morgan
Trevor Michael Murphy
Aslan Nasir
Morgan Nicole Oberle
Rachel Lee Osmond
Paul Hae-Yong Park
Trevor Shea Payne
Dustin Lynn Perry
Darian D. Pike
Marianne Elizabeth Rada
Tyler Richard Raridon
Jessica Allyn Reidmiller
Antonio Rodriguez, Jr.
Jacob Dalton Self
Hrishikesh Madhusudan Shukla
James Michael Siggins
Grant Jackson Sisk
Dylan Chelsey Stobaugh
Mitchell Jameson Stone
Allyson McKinsey Sutherland
Alec Michael Swain
James B. Tenney
Deliris Torres-Mackenzie
Mitchel Lee Tucker
Justin Daniel Williams
Tucker Drew Wilson

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Samuel P. Fellwock • Electrical Engineering
Hans Werner Kunsch • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Christopher Allen Baker • Creative Writing

MASTER OF MUSIC
Yian Wang • Music

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Margaret O. Black
Deja Nicole Clement
Erin Swartz Cooke
Abigail Leigh Nellis
Rosa Francesca Summers

MASTER OF SCIENCE
Hannah Leeanne Adame • Family and Consumer Sciences Education
Samuel Garrett Akin • Plant and Soil Sciences
Alixandra N. Fariss • Nutritional Sciences
Aaron Scott Faulk • Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Charles M. Feehely • Family Financial Planning
Christopher Joseph Filip • Civil Engineering
Jason Eric Fleming • Aviation and Space
Geraldine Natalia Fuentes • Engineering and Technology Management
Kayla Michelle Furleigh • Nutritional Sciences
Kalen Steve Gabel • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Pradeep Reddy Gadeela • Computer Science
Mikael Andrew Garcia • Materials Science and Engineering
Tristan L. Garvin • Management Information Systems
Taylor Jeanine Godsey • Sociology
Rafaela Gomes Ruschel • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Mickala Sue Gorrell • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Shriya Gotimukul • Management Information Systems
Stephanie M. Grace • Geography
Ashton Hannah Greer • Nutritional Sciences
Ryan Thomas Grewe • Integrative Biology
Jami Marie Guinn • Educational Psychology
Sara Elizabeth Guthrie • Human Development and Family Science
Guru Sai Gutta • Computer Science
Katherine Elizabeth Haile • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Michele Rachel Hale • Nutritional Sciences
Shannen DeLayne Hamby • Educational Leadership Studies
Katelynn Marie Harmon • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Jefferson Mark Harrison • Materials Science and Engineering
Talhia Rhachelle Haynes • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jaycie C. Heath • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Paige Erin Hennighan • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Emma Grace Hentges • Mass Communications
Ricardo Hernandez • Electrical Engineering
Tegan Elizabeth Hoff • Educational Psychology
Taylor E. Holmquest • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Erica Ann Hoover • Educational Psychology
Poovi R. Hosur • Computer Science
Alli Grace Hufnagel • Nutritional Sciences
Michael D. Hunter, Jr. • Leisure Studies
Proapa Islam • Nutritional Sciences
Rahul Jamalapuram • Computer Science
Amir Hossein Javid • Statistics
David Gordon Jenkins • Materials Science and Engineering
Benjamin S. Jessell • Human Development and Family Science
Emily Madison Johnson • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Nicholas Austin Johnson • Geology
Jayson Danielle Jones • Environmental Science
Destiny Marie Julye • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Havila Jupudi • Petroleum Engineering
Deviprakash Kuttan Pillai Jyothishmathi • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Manish Katragadda • Computer Science
Makena Leigh Kaylor • Psychology
Matthew John Keith • Educational Technology
Shaima Adnan Khalifah • Civil Engineering
YongHwan Kim • Computer Science
McKenna P. Kirkpatrick • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kennedy McGuire Kroll • Nutritional Sciences
Enrico Laoh • Industrial Engineering and Management
Dani Gene LeDonne • Animal Science
Su Jeong Lee • Nutritional Sciences
Lisarazu De Maria Leon Islas • Global Studies
Sushrut Kirtikant Lokhande • Industrial Engineering and Management
Ryan Donovan Looney • Mathematics
Ling Bin Lu • Business Analytics
David Roy McCaslin • Mathematics
Heath Alexander McDonald • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Amy Lynn McGehee • Human Development and Family Science
Brianna S. Mckinney • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Shane McMurry • Entomology and Plant Pathology
Callie Jane Mead • Nutritional Sciences
Christian Geovanny Mejia • Aviation and Space
Kyle Ray Messer • Materials Science and Engineering
Steven Lewis Mikels • Computer Science
Deepthi Mikkilineni • Computer Science
Jacob E. Miller • Educational Leadership Studies
Zachary Anderson Miller • Business Analytics and Data Science
Ratul Mondal • Civil Engineering
Hannah Lee Moore • Educational Psychology
Maria Antonieta Morales Castro • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Carlie Renee Morris • Leisure Studies
Shelby Bunting Moses • Business Analytics
Mohammad Faraz Mubarak Hussain Khan • Petroleum Engineering
Anudeep Reddy Nare • Management Information Systems
Daniel O. Nava • Engineering and Technology Management
Laina Jean Nelson • Educational Psychology
Merredith Danielle Newman • Educational Leadership Studies
Taguma Fadzai Nicholas • Business Analytics
Bradley Scott Nixon • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Marie R. Norman • Human Development and Family Science
Khylilah Amirah Olabode • Interdisciplinary Studies
Sangeon Park • Computer Science
Joshua R. Pearcy • Statistics
Leonardo Perez, Jr. • Nutritional Sciences
Hunter George Perrot • Aviation and Space
Cade William Phelan • Business Analytics and Data Science
Gautami Phutane Govardhan • Computer Science
Jace C. Pine • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Shashank Pola • Computer Science
Rithik Sai Ponugoti • Management Information Systems
Emily Catherine Potts • Educational Technology
Bhanu Teja Pulipalupula • Management Information Systems
Katelynn Marya Quillin • Educational Leadership Studies
Andrew Jason Quinton • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Emilio Andres Ramirez Ramos • Global Studies
Madison Aileen Rash • Human Development and Family Science
Kerrick James Ray • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Hailey Lynette Rayl • Hospitality and Tourism Management
Trevor Allen Richter • Aviation and Space
Vicky Rajendra Rijhwani • Industrial Engineering and Management
Sarah L. Riley • Biosystems Engineering
Tristen Leigh Roach • Accounting
Kennedy Nicole Robinson • Nutritional Sciences
Jennifer Rodriguez • Nutritional Sciences
Weston Matthew Salmon • Business Analytics and Data Science
Navyasree Sangaraju • Computer Science
Achyutha Nagaveti Bhavani Santhoshi • Computer Science
Nithya Sri Satheneni • Management Information Systems
Alex Edwin Schmidt • Educational Leadership Studies
Lance Bradley Schneider • Fire and Emergency Management Administration
Megan Elizabeth Schulte • Educational Psychology
Kalynn Jaye Schwandt • Mass Communications
Tara M. Sepulveda • Global Studies
Emily Anne Sewell • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Ranjith Kumar Shaganti • Computer Science
Justin Wayde Siler • Educational Leadership Studies
Harpree Singh • Horticulture
Ravinder Singh • Plant and Soil Sciences
Kathryn Lynn Sinor • Educational Psychology
Rachel Christine Stroble • Educational Psychology
Melissa Ann Sturgeon • Educational Leadership Studies
Jeyalakshmi Subburaj • Business Analytics and Data Science
Guillermo Jose Taylor • Engineering and Technology Management
Lexie L. Taylor • Sociology
Rebecca Ann Taylor • Educational Leadership Studies
Jason William Throckmorton • Engineering and Technology Management
Addison P. Tipton • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Jason Patrick Twenter • Agricultural Education and Leadership
Jessica Alice Ventris • Educational Leadership Studies
Alison Liying Veresh • Geology
Akhilesh Vuduthala • Computer Science
Tracin Allen Wallace • Leisure Studies
Madison Ann Washburn • Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Ashley M. Watts • Mass Communications
Shannon Dell Wilson • Environmental Science
Starr Angel Wilson • Educational Leadership Studies
Onalise Christine Winblad • Human Development and Family Science
Lorenzo Neils Wright • Family Financial Planning
LaQuanda Gondrea Zandbergen • Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Thomas J. Zerbe • Engineering and Technology Management
Rayna Jo Dawn Zimmerman • Educational Leadership Studies
Colin Joseph Zink • Agricultural Education and Leadership

**GRADUATE CERTIFICATE**

Chelsea R. Alexander • Entrepreneurship
Ashley Jane Arnold • Human Resource Management
Fernanda Baez Rodriguez • Human Resource Management
Corrie Lynn Baker • Effective Teaching in Elementary Schools
Kelli Elizabeth Baker • Human Resource Management
Zachary L. Benedict • Business Sustainability
Matthew James Blair • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Educational and Behavioral Sciences
Bridget Broome • Elementary Mathematics Specialist
Briana Nicole Brzezinski • Building Level Leadership
Benjamin Michael Davis • Online Teaching
John E. Day • Building Level Leadership
Amber Renee’ DeVilbiss • Human Resource Management
Latisha Lynn Dunham • Human Resource Management
Carley Nicole Eichhorn • Brand Communication
Carley Nicole Eichhorn • Sport Communication
Adam Scott Ellis • District Level Leadership
Adam Scott Ellis • Program Evaluation
Charles M. Feehely • Family Financial Planning
Shea Foster • Global Issues
Cameron Albert Greer • Business Sustainability
Terry Lee Hanzel • Online Teaching
Denetrea Michele Hill • Non-Profit Management
Patricia Jolly • Online Teaching
Carly Dawn Jones • Building Level Leadership
Matthew John Keith • Online Teaching
YongHwan Kim • Big Data Analytics
Alexandra Dawn Kummell • Museum and Curatorial Studies
Seng Hooi Lim • Health Analytics
Sushrut Kirtikant Lokhande • Supply Chain and Logistics
Robert James MacLennan • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Educational and Behavioral Sciences
Adam Shawn Martin • Human Resource Management
Hilary Eileen Morsey • Building Level Leadership
Merredith Danielle Newman • Building Level Leadership
Sangeon Park • Big Data Analytics
Taylor Michelle Peabody • Dietetics
Katelynn Marya Quillin • Building Level Leadership
Heidi A. Ramzel • Business Analytics and Data Science
Achyutha Nagaveti Bhavani Santhoshi • Big Data Analytics
Andrea Lyn Scaggs • K-12 STEM Educator
Alex Edwin Schmidt • Building Level Leadership
JoCarol Elizabeth Shields • Statistical Methods and Analyses in Educational and Behavioral Sciences
Rebecca Ann Taylor • Building Level Leadership
Jessica Alice Ventris • Building Level Leadership
Rodney Wayne Von Dafer-Jordan • Integrative Design of Building Envelope
Bradley Neal Waken • Business Sustainability
Jacey Bret Watson • Integrative Design of Building Envelope
Starr Angel Wilson • Building Level Leadership
Tucker Drew Wilson • Human Resource Management
CENTER FOR HEALTH SCIENCES
Johnny Stephens, President
Dennis Blankenship, Dean, College of Osteopathic Medicine
Jim Hess, Vice Provost for Graduate Programs

DOCTOR OF FORENSIC SCIENCES IN FORENSIC SCIENCES
Katelyn Byerly
Kaycie R. Huckaby-Reynolds
Katlin Marie Linthacum
Joseph T. Lombardi

Morgan Breann Minnicks
Jason C. Morrison
Brittani Karlaina Smith
Paul A. White

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY IN FORENSIC SCIENCES
Sabra Ruvera Jones
Sara Jean Schreiber

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Logan Rena Swope

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORENSIC SCIENCES
Elizabeth Rose Beaton
Alexia Dean Benson
Julia Chae
Shanon Cooke
William A. Dougall
Maci Nichol Fremin
Michael Samuel Lowder
Chloe Lynn Mamola
Casey E. McHenry

Madeline Rene Moore
Madalynne Christine-Maas Perry
Emi Reece Powell
Darrell Andrew Ross
Matthew Benjamin Ruben
Lauren Nicole Runde
Morgan Jeanette Tobey
Christina M. Toussaint

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN GLOBAL HEALTH
Marisa Aurora Lozano

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH CARE ADMINISTRATION
Amy Marie Adams
Gloria D. Amos-Nwankwo
Momina Anwar
Jason Andrew Barnes
Peter David Boeding
Katie Beth Brungardt
Jayme M. Bush
Chelsea D. Carr
Glenn Dale Coffey III
Sherry Ann Daker
R. Wesley Dean
Madison Tyler Fahey
Kayden Ray Foster
Jennifer Joan Fox-Lee
John Daniel Gallagher
Heath S. Gibson
Laura G. Glentzer
Aubriana Marie Hanon
Emma Beth Harp
Heath Daniel Hawkins

April Dawn Hayes
Jessica George Hensgen
Christina L. Hitchcock
Gala M. Horn
Jamarcus J. House
Amy Danielle Hulsey
Justin Tyler Jernigan
Ivan Edward Kalbfleisch
Diane Carol Kaus
Thomas John Kearn
Gina Lindsey Landrum
Emma Avery Ledbetter
Dennis Wayne Lenox
Julia Leinani Matthews
Christopher Lynn McDonald
Morgan Alayna Murphy
Anthony Nwedo
Courtney Elizabeth Parker
Joshua Wade Quinton
Laura Leigh Rexwinkle
Talia Sclafani
Holly Renay Sempsrott
Hannah Elizabeth Shields
Traci Christine Sisney
Adrein Leigh Sloan
Dalton Tanner Smith
Jeffery Lynn Smith, Jr.

Wendy D. Stobbe
Christel Gail Svingen
Equulema Telfah
Reginald E. Wells, Jr.
Amanda Renee Wilson
Amanda Megan Yost

**Graduate Certificate in Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation**

Robert John Keithley
Jessie Ryan Knight

Glenn Allen Kramel
Mark Fredrick Ridner

**Graduate Certificate in Forensic Investigative Sciences**

Rebecca Mary Hamata

Mary Ashley McFarland

**Graduate Certificate in Forensic Psychology**

Lauren Kerensa Tin Lai Brese

Lacey L. Oden

**Graduate Certificate in Health Care Administration-Finance**

Amanda Megan Yost

**Graduate Certificate in Health Care Administration**

Glenn Dale Coffey III

Abigail Leigh Nellis
## Bachelor of Arts

### Art
- Danielle Marie Nunez
- Lauren E. Shoffstall
- James Allen Woods

### Economics
- Katherine Minna Karl Friend

### English
- Connor James Ashford
- Jimmie Wayne Clunn
- Harlee Emerson Hewitt
- Layton Ross Johnson
- Riley Elizabeth Jones
- Eric Nicholas Landin
- Emily Marie Lentzner
- Tyler Aaron Machal
- Megan Shai-Lynn Parris

### Global Studies
- Lydia Noelle Blew
- Gabrielle Joy Boyd
- Camille Eva McCullough
- Jali Jean Robertson

### History
- Nicholas Joseph Ackman
- Brandon Scott LaBudda
- Connor John Potts
- Cadley Raye Schafer
- Noah William Sigrest
- Justin Heath Taylor
- Barbara Elizabeth Whitlow

### Multimedia Journalism
- Olivia Janae Rodriguez

### Music
- Brian Reid Chapa
- Madyson K. Hendryx
- Ryan Michael Lancaster
- Liam J. Morgan

### Philosophy
- Kaylee Michelle Blansett
- Ryan Scott Jordan
- Eric Nicholas Landin
- Garrett Lee Pool

### Political Science
- Emelyn Sarai Bonilla
- Kylie Jeanice Hager
- Kallie Breanne Quintero
- Sierra Fern Rice
- Jali Jean Robertson

### Psychology
- Portia Marie Evangelena Fiore
- Raley Brooke Gamble
- Hannah Dawn Hall
- Taylor MacKenzie Hamilton
- Allison Kaylee Laube
- Zachary Vance Moore
- Grace Barnes Nosak
- Garrett Lee Pool
Sociology
Mariah Richelle Brown Zion Atira-MeLeesa Stidham
Aimee Renee Miller Connor Michael White

Spanish
Alexis Jean Eckholt Kathryn Elizabeth Turner

Sports Media
Diamond JaNay McClain

Strategic Communication
Olivia Pomaa Buabeng-Yeboah William Weston Hoback
Alejandro Cavazos Carlos Jayden Reyes
Hannah Rose Garvey

Theatre
Brooklyn Rose Darby Meagan Yvette Mouton
McGwire N. Lindquist Chloe Ann Mullin

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Art
Tyiona Vanee Davis Johnathan L. Jimenez

Bachelor of Music

Music
Sheridan Marie Mackey

Music Education
Jonatan Alfaro Daniel Masato Haan
Douglas McLaughlin Bell Kassidy Cebran Ruff
Ethan James Crowley Jacob Scott Tarrant

Bachelor of Science

American Studies
Diana Merari Lopez Hernandez Lauren Elizabeth Sinnes

Biochemistry
Maison JoEllyn Cook Taggert Stone Harris
Jack Hatcher Gentry Andrew Lile Thomas

Biology
Alissa Kay Alumbaugh Collin Walker Koza
Grace Ashlynn Bailey Jillian Kate Landers
Sydne Nicole Baker Rebecca Kristin Lindley
Anna Grace Brammer Hannah Grace Matthews
Azlyn C. Caves Gracie Nicole McNeil
Daniel J. Cordova Michael R. Munkirs
Magdalena Rubi Flores Joseph Bryan Neal
Victoria Pauline George Kara Samantha Overstreet
Chesney Kay Grimes Hanna R. Patton
Braden Reed Herman Emma Rachelle Rich
Grace Anne Ipsen Ella Grace Riley
Marie Augusta Kamara Emily Mae Runkle
Melissa Marie Timmons, McKenna Morgan Wells
Kynleigh Elizabeth Vela

**Chemistry**
Emily Frances Forster

**Communication Sciences and Disorders**
Megan Linton Cottingham, Abigail Nicole Magruder
Abigail Elizabeth Crump, Liesl Pauline Melnick
Timmie Jan Dorsey, Hannah Elizabeth Melton
Hanna Danyale Dysart, Kate Mackenzie Shannon
Anna Gabrielle Farve, Olivia Helen Smith
Haley Dawn Harrison, Kara Michelle Whitt
Tiffany Nicole Heinen, Laura Nicole Woods
Ivy L. Hover

**Computer Science**
Hunter Neil Bartlebaugh, Jordan Dee Maples
Virginia Renee Crews, Kyle Matthew McCullough
Mujahid Bilal Egan, Khang C. Nguyen
Jose F. Enriquez, Cody Allen Ray
Jonathan David Griffith, Matthew James Roberson
David Sebastian Hiltzman, Nicholas Seth Schirloff
Corey Dean Hockersmith, Cooper Isaac Tush
Kimberly Dawn Jarman, Brayden L. Underwood
Dikshya Joshi, Rebecca Nicole Wasserott
Ayren Stone King, Dillon Scott Williams

**Economics**
Alexander D. Ray, Hannah Wynn Walblay

**Geography**
Emily Kay Gile

**Geology**
Bryce Bosshard, Jamie Noel Templeton
Emma Ruth Shook, Autumn Nicole Troxel
Kaleb A. Smith

**Geospatial Information Science**
Samuel J. Harris, Benjamin James Maddock

**Mathematics**
Isabelle Alcantar, Austin James Laurent
Brandon James Brock, Kenzie Jade McArtor
Juliana L. Cannon, Ali A. A. Mohammed
Audrey Alexus DeShazo, Steven Jesus Sierra
Amanda Kate Gibson

**Medicinal and Biophysical Chemistry**
Emily Frances Forster

**Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology**
Jordyn Sierrah Alexander, Maison JoEllyn Cook
Evan Reece Beihl, Emily Page Elving
Katie Allison Bender, Taggart Stone Harris
Olivianne Marie Chapin, Ethan Joseph Hartig
Daria Nicole Cole, Kristin Elizabeth Iwata
Mason H. McGuire  Andrew Lile Thomas
Sarah Nichole Peters  Alizá Lorene Troutman
Megan Charlotte Self

• Multidisciplinary Studies •
Maxwell David Archer  Allison Renee Lang
Kendyll Bazile  James L. Lester
Madeleine Elise Eleonore Brock  Austin Christopher Lewis
Thomas Bryce Holmes  Cody R. Phillips
Claire Elizabeth Hosterman  Karsyn Nikole Steinert
Lauren Nycole Huntley

• Multimedia Journalism •
Cameron T. Cox  Colin G. Miller
Syler Kole Gabel

• Music Industry •
Mckenna Lynn Collier  Daniel James Robinson

• Physics •
Sofia Nicole Gomez

• Physiology •
Rachel A. Goethe  Leah M. Martin
Madeline Casady Haiges  Grayson Creed McBee
Halley Anne Huffman  Hannah Rose Pauling
Creed Davidson Killgore  Trenton Ryan Skinner
Rebecca Kristin Lindley  Tala Ghaleb Trad

• Plant Biology •
Rosa Nicole Gorham  Emily Rose Rillo
Alyssa Jayne Regier

• Political Science •
Breanna Marie Barnett  Alex Craig Harper
Noah Forrest Baughman  Madison Lynn Hawthorne
Ashley Dawn Billups  Logan Danielle Morse
Cameron Carson Curry  Victoria Grace Rolin
Andrew Jacob Dearmond  Ryleigh Elizabeth Sherman
Alexis Nicole Floyd  Zachary C. Speegle
Ethan H. Goldberg  Matthew Patrick Wilks

• Psychology •
Skyler Selin Adiguzel  Nicole Marie Fuchs
Kalaya Tamia Ali  Mckenzie Gaddy
Brooke Danielle Allison  Kinlee B. Gatlin
Elizabeth Juliet Baker  Laura Beth Gray
Kortney Nicole Barnhart  Halley Amber Harrow
Chloe Lee Ann Baucom  Benjamin R. Herrold
Peri Allison Brasher  Tanner W. Holden
Courtney Lynn Canales  Kimberly M. Holt-Flint
Jacob D. Carden  L. Braxton Michael Lamunyon
Carson Lane Carter  Caitlynn Mariah-Jean Land
Mindy Dawn Cooper  Jillian Kate Landers
Clark-Zackary Driz  Cole Sutton Mazza
Stephanie Alexandra Foote  Dustina Lynne McCauley
Megan Ashley Fortner  Sassha Delonna McKimble
Jaycee Noel Needham
Lendsay June Olsen
Amy Marie Pulley
Alex Renee Reese
Sarah J. Ross
Morgan Lynn Sammons
Halle Leauna Sanders
Destiny Madisyn Seaman
Prit K. Shah
Karber Curren Sheppard
Ryleigh Elizabeth Sherman
Zaynah Khaldoun Shwiyat
Kaylen Nicole Smith
Kealee Raine Spencer

Sarah Amabell Sterling
Emma Cathyrn Strachan
Katie Elizabeth Thornton
Abby Grace Thrash
Kathryn Lynn Tierney
Morgan Elizabeth Valliere
Ashly Vang
Britney M. Webb
Masey Raiann Wells
Victoria Elaine Wells
Katherine Elizabeth Williams
Dickey Ledell Willis
Logan David Willis

• Sociology •

Austin S. Chernisky
Julia Anna Figueroa
Shelby D. Fulps
Jordan Nicole Hancock
Trinity July
Amber Lynn Mack
Colton D. Mcbride
Kelli Ann Ordorica
Manuel Alejandro Rivera Miranda
Shelby Jo Ross
Iynesha Evette Sharp
Joseph Buck West
Brandon R. Wilk
Jailyn Sharva Willis
Megan Elizabeth Wines

• Sports Media •

Kylie Brooke Austin
Ryan L. Breeden
William James Harbeson
Marshall Jacob Levenson

• Statistics •

Celine Pei Zhi Liew

• Strategic Communication •

Briana Jane Cook
Kiara Leneé Grant
Addisen J. Maze
Addyson Mitchell
Kylie Ann Nelson
Parker Thomas Peddicord
Lauren Marie Perry
Wyatt B. Pursley
Aaricka Payton Scott
Blair K. Spencer
Paris Wesley Steele
Meghan Elizabeth Weeks
Hailey Aurora Williams

• Zoology •

Jacinda Grace Berokoff
Jo Brown
Madisen Lucille Brown
Kristi Marie Dillon
Magdalena Rubi Flores
Avery Elizabeth Fortune
Mariana Garcia
Chloe Kamryn Gartner
Alexis Nicole Jones
Collin Walker Koza
Alexandria E. Krueger
Sean Philip McConnell
Micah Thomas Michela
Homero Moran, Jr.
Mary Ellen Neff
Taylor Ashly Outlaw
Hanna Renae Patton
Cierra Amari Young
Aimee Grace Zimmerman

Bachelor of University Studies
Michaela Christine Nicol Baker
Courtney Ann Barry
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

• Aerospace Administration and Operations •

Mohanad Ali A. Al Eisa Seung Hyun Kim
Turki Ahmed Alatawi Graham Paxton Kline
Mohammad Akif S. Albalawi Neal Douglas Koskay
Abdulrahman Mohammed Allugmani William Joshua Laster
Mohammed Wasallah Altiari Cameron Kyle Look
Mohammed Saeed H. Alyami Kendale C. Madsen
Jamal Khalid Barrieh Abdulrahman Hassan N. Majrashi
Abdulmoheen Salem S. Binafif Logan Christopher Martinson
Benjamin William Brandt Malik Ijon McGee
Kelley Clayton Bronder Kohler Hill Moore-Goatcher
Pacharapol Buranasombati Corbin Matthew Patovisti
Jonathan Alan Byers Treyson G. Raley
Christian J'Tee Campbell Jacob William Reading
Mason De Armitt Corr Clayton B. Richards
Gwynneth Grace Cowherd Sebastian Alexander Rothwell
Macie Renee Degelos Tristan Marie Schardt
Jacob Conley DeWolf Kingsington Sebastian Sears
Anaia Lenee Goodner Emad Talaat Shawli
Ethan Michael Harris Sadie Michelle Shoemaker
Talal Mansour H. Hashem Tabitha Leann Sterling
Karter Elaine Hill Collin Christopher Stevens
Dustin Everett Houser Kenneth James Sweeney
Ryan Von Hudson Braden Blake Sweeten
Lucas Patrick Hurley Carson T. Trumelle
Aiden Stone James Allianna D. Turner
Daniel Janelle Sean D. Whisenhunt
Adam Michael Johnson James Bailey Windham

• Applied Exercise Science •

Giselle Yanelly Andino Katelyn Grace LaSpisa
Delaney Marlene Archer Matthew Christopher Livingood
William Wesley Burchfield Logan A. Lowery
Kiana Carpenter Rosie Ibis Perez
Leslie Hughes Covington III Benjamin L. Potts
Aubrey Anna Deatherage Ethan Bowling Remotigue
Olyvia Deane Dowell Samuel James Saltzman
Calissa Marie Fletcher Jackson Louis Sullivan
Madelyn June Gardner Amell'ya Ashantia Chenier Arieanne
Nikolas Ray Guerra Walker
Coleman Alan Honea Cooper Allan Ward
Hallye Grace Johnson David Andrew West
James Tucker Johnson Caden Michael Williams
Julie Ann Johnson

• Career and Technical Education •

Leticia Santos
• Elementary Education •
Emily Patricia Baker          Drew L. Meyer
Brecklyn Renae Britt         Zoe Elizabeth Neal
Kyra Lynn Carlson           Reilly Marie Nichols
Jessica McKenzie Collins     Riley Marie Purvis
Margaret Elaine Fox          Sarah Michelle Rice
Rachel Elaine Friesenhahn    Hunter Leslie Hayes Simco
Allison Paige Goodpaster     Kayela Nekole Staples
Taylor Denean Hasse          Brendan Thomas White
Kira Elaine Higgins          Jordan Rae Williams
Rylee Rachele Kliewer        Emma Bleu Wood
Desiree Ann Lantz

• Health Education and Promotion •
Lindsey Marie Boyd           Colton S. Tafoya
Bethany Counts               Meg Jae Wynn
Mikayla Danielle Doty

• Human Development and Family Science •
Micah T. Hoherz              Gentry Paige McGowen

• Nursing: RN to BSN •
Misty Rachelle Collinsworth  Christy Joy
Diana Lizeth Galindo         Phat Tien Nguyen
Sage Lea Holder              Princy D. Paul
Unique N. Jones              Shyno Vibin Sam

• Nutritional Sciences •
Hunter Nicole Sutherland

• Physical Education •
Ethan Graham Caldwell       Blake Lewis Hornsby
Tregg A. Goodson

• Recreation and Athletic Management •
Caleb Allen Stockstill

• Recreation and Management and Recreational Therapy •
Samuel A. Arteaga           Hunter Dean Hines
Cheyenne J. Bartling        Jordan Elizabeth Lankford
Brendan Neil Bhargava       Nancy Mathew
Cory Allan Bivens            Cacy Marie Scott

• Secondary Education •
Adeline Pace Ferreira       Elissa Marie Miller
Sofia Nicole Gomez          Paris Ezell Miller
Abigail Johnna Hambrick     Sara Kay Nichols
Araceli Martinez            Brittany Noelle Rubin
Helen Elizabeth Matlock     Sarah Sanders
Brooke Lanai Merrick

• Sports and Coaching Science •
Major Kelly Dykes            Ryan Patrick Gilmartin
**Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences**

**• Design, Housing and Merchandising •**

Thadius Michael Carter          Kylee Jo Nichols
Randie Elizabeth Cheatham       Jessica A. Plaxico
Emmi Rose Cole                 Grace Emily Stewart
Olivia Jo Cole                  Lauren Elizabeth Watkins
Reagan Elizabeth Dahlgren       Victoria Faith Williamson
Caitlin Cheyenne Harper         Carolina Yanez

**• Early Child Care and Development •**

Debra Ann Thompson

**• Human Development and Family Science •**

Jordan Renee Anders             Ashlyn Long
Zoie Caitlyn Baker              Madison Jaelynn Lyons
Hope Michelle Braafladt         Niang Tawi Mang
Allison Renee Chapman           Anna Grace McCaskill
Kinsley Nicole Clark           Sydney Anne McCollom
Avery Lee Darnell               Kate G. Meave
Arden Melissa Easton            Jennifer L. Rider
Kathryn Daniece Fenton          Julia Renee Saracini
Emma Katherine Foster          Kenzie Rae Stuart
MacKenzie G. Jones             Tabatha Ann Chun Taylor
Kaylee Ranae Klinetobe         Garrin Laine Williams
Gina Marie Lankford             Sydney Alise Wyler

**• Nutritional Sciences •**

Avery Jewell Barker             Shyanne Love Jones
Macey Kay Bateman               Trent Wayne Lutze
Nevaeh Niki Bess                Hayden Micheal Matthews
Caleb W. Bundy                  Dawson Scott Metcalf, Sr.
Lauren Ashley Fox               Olivia J. Parsons
Kaitlyn L. Hill                 Darci Shae Peach
Jazmine Marie Howell            Aubrey L. Pruitt
Jonas Isaiah Jackson            Gentri Danae Pulliam
Kaitlin Blevins Johnson         Katy Brooke Schwarz
Tanner Brody Johnson

**Bachelor of University Studies**

Jordan M. Allgood               Amanda Mariel Mayoral Preston
KateLinn G. Almand             Kelcie G. Moton
Stephanie Alexis Bell          Emily A. Nutt
Collin A. Clay                Connor Duane Olson
Chris Savannah Coplen        Erin Catherine Quarles
Kameron Dwayne Doolittle       Joseph Antonio-Lanco Sanchez
Peter Warren Drost            Korbyn Drake Schick
Callie Jo Gillette            Kyla Ann Smith
Jalin Jon Charles Harper       Tyreek Shaquan Smith
Kayla Elizabeth Hendrickson   Jason Cinque Taylor II
Walker H. Holifield           Joshua Turner Thomas
Matthew James Kroon           DeAnna Marie Williams
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, ARCHITECTURE AND TECHNOLOGY
Paul J. Tikalsky, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Danah Alblooshi
Kelsey Renee Kyler-Hugo
Andrew Davis Newcomb
Kennedy A. Thomas

BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE
Lauren Caye Barge
Sydney Elizabeth Blatt
Madison Noelle Clark
Ricardo Jesus Cortez
Joshua Brent Helms
Coleman Robert Little
Sichu Lyu
Maria Fernanda Navarro Arostegui
Matthew Thomas Otto
Claudio Perez, Jr.
Cassidy Cecilia Teel
Han Thi Bao Vo
Rodney Wayne Von Daffer-Jordan
Ethan Cody Allen Walker
Jacey Bret Watson
Madison Elizabeth Wells
Lauren Nicole Williams
Zane Joseph Wyatt
Matthew S. Yearout

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AEROSPACE ENGINEERING
Benjamin Patrick Kinkaid
Kaleb Reese Runte
Seth Michael Ranta

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOSYSTEMS ENGINEERING
Kaitlin Dawn Blankenship

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Alexis Maria Hamilton

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Hamad A F S M O Alazemi
Qasem Alhamyan
Ebrahim M M S Alkhshman
Salah A. DH. A. A. Alrashidi
Ali KH A F Bozobar
Brody Wade Compton
Mason Alexander Egermeier
Sergio Martin Franco
Nathan Charles Hacker
Thawng Kap
Dominique Michelle Keller
Rebecca Sue Means
John Mark Mulder
Jordan Michele Pfannenstiel
Matthew J. Salamon
Andrew Wesley Vanaman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Blake Andrew Barton
Zachariah E. Blew
George L. Captain
Brian Timothy Charter
Douglas Reece Edmondson
Johnny Enriquez
Payton Lane Fack
Nicholas R. Flewallen
William Ryan Gebhart
Dawson Seth Kinser
John Thomas Miller
Parker Ryan Plank
Vignesh Harikrishnan Ravi
Jacobo Michael Paul Rosillo
Aaron Darius Whittaker
Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Abdulrahman Fhaid Alajmi, Sr. Matthew Jake Franzen
Austin L. Allen Jeremiah Charles Goodwin
Mohammed Alrefaei Richard William Hoepner II
Blake Andrew Barton Lucas Loren Hudson
Zachariah E. Blew Max B. Jackman
George L. Captain Dawson Seth Kinser
Brian Timothy Charter Waseem W. Kittani
Harrison J. Dowell Joshua J. Lemmon
Freydy Enriquez Rashed A. M. A. Rashed
Payton Lane Fack Hamad J. M. H. Redha
Nicholas R. Flewallen James Gregory Sperry
Liza Marie Fonseca Preston Charles Stout
Kisa Joy Fors-Francis Luke Alexander Thompson

Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology

• Construction Engineering Technology •
  William Parker Ford

• Electrical Engineering Technology •
  Levi Hunter Deal Sterling James Hightower
  Hunter Jack Gregory Hewitt Christian Moyer

• Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology •
  Collin Daniel Andrews Carl Wayne Neal
  J. Zachary Casteel Trevor Richard Pool
  Brooks A. Denny Linhan Shen
  John Patrick Hall IV Denham Royce York
  Matthew Lee Ketchen Emily A. Young

• Mechanical Engineering Technology •
  Brian Lee Blackwood Gwangmin Kim
  Hunter Dean Collins Kyler Dean Martinez
  Trenton James Ging Robert C. McCormick
  Gabriel Ernesto Guerra Chandler Sheldon Sanders
  Aaron James Houtchens Austin Owen Wilkins
  Jacob Aaron Jester Kenya K. Williams
  Luke Craig Johnson Noah Horst Zwillenberg

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management

Rawan Khaled Albahraini Jared Isaiah Johnson
Abdulrahman Ibrahim A Aljouher Bradyn E. Newberg
Jamayel S N A Alnajem Walter Anderson Penn
Rachel Lynn Bebb Marco Antonio Pina-Perez
Darcie Lane Golden Luke Christopher Ratke
Samantha Leigh Harizal Javier Alejandro Rodriguez
Hallie Kate Hopper Caleb Walter Triplett
Jared Daniel Jenkins Grace E. Voth

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mohammed Hussain Abo Qreen Miguel Angel Benitez
Mohammed Ali A Alsalman Jay M. Clardy
Marshall Dillon Cook
Madison Rae Cooper
Nicholas Branden D’Cruz
Elysa D’Ann Donoho
Kurtis Charles Ewing
Ethan Patrick Fiddler
Jacob Gregory Hamill
Grayson Thomas Harman
Lily Brianne Janson
Garrett W. Johnson
Benjamin Patrick Kinkaid
Benjamin T. Lamoreaux
Tianming Li
Steven Andrew Lovell
Jesus Gabriel Moya
Lyndsey B. Murray
Stephen Scott Paris

Ashley Elizabeth Pennyman
Michael David Pickett
Conner C. Pine
Seth Michael Ranta
Zachary S. Rayner
Benjamin Isaiah Roper
Alexander Geoffrey Roubik
Kaleb Reese Runte
Anusha Sunil Saraf
Samuel T. Sibley
Trenton Hollis Springs
Timothy James Sullivan
Charley Douglas Walton
Benjamin T. Warner
Andrew Ronald White
Presley D. Williams
FERGUSON COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Thomas G. Coon, Vice President, Dean and Director

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Paitlyn Nicole Anderton Addison B. Hunter
Jayce Kendall Carothers Brendan T. Perkins
Shauna Evelyn Huff

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES AND NATURAL RESOURCES

• Agribusiness •
Garrett Alvin Brown Jared Hollis Nicholson
Dayne Bruce Charles Joseph Rosson
Cabel Lyston Cox Nicholas Jordan Scribner
Danny Ray Croft Taler Blaine Smith
Grant T. Fenton Garrett Shane Steele
Erin Ashley Fidler Hanbo Tang
Roy James Grant Shuqin Tang
Grace Marie Hall Danna Kay Taylor
Matthew D. Hansen Rhett W. Taylor
Johnathan R. Hendricks Addison Kathryn White
Levi Daniel Henson Philipp Skylar Wiegmann
Ross A. Johnson Cole Steven Wilschetz
William Clark Jones Preston Rae Wilschetz
Anna Lorraine Kitzerow Hayden Mark Winter
Zhuoran Li Xi Yang
Yangming Liu Rylee Danielle Zimmer
Edward Matthew Myers II

• Agricultural Communications •
Natalie Rose Battaglia Savannah Angelique Hopkins
Jacey Kay Bivin Hannah Kay Kirby
Rachel Savannah Bucher Michelle Lynn Noggle
Krista Michelle Carroll Charity Rose Pulliam
Julie Ann Cullum Jillian Dawn Remington
Emily Katherine Garrett Macy Lyn Shoulders
Hunter W. Gibson Arthur Joe Smith III

• Agricultural Economics •
Anthony Edward Baumbach

• Agricultural Education •
Emily Leeann Amen Dylan Alexander Hardwick
Jessica Nikole Black Calvin Latrey Johnson
Jeanette Taylor Furlong Don Allen Martin
Brooke Danielle Gibson Ashlyn M. Martinez
Drew A. Hardaway Megan Marie Olson

• Agricultural Leadership •
Jaden Elyssa Allen Kutter Randall Gill
Anna M. Cowdrey Olivia Rae Harman
Cole Matthew Herman  Leslie Marie Martin
Clayton Bryce Howze  Chloe Layne Rogers
Newlin Ann Humphrey

• Agricultural Systems Technology •
Gunner James Goodwin Hartsell

• Animal Science •
Avery Anne Barrett  Whitney Caitlin Mahan
Ethan Kade Barron  Robyn M. Maloney
Natalie Rose Battaglia  David Martinez
Alana M. Boyle  Breana J. Marts
Garrett Alvin Brown  Mollyann Louise Mauldin
Jenna Kay Brunk  Hunter Lee McConnell
Rachel Savannah Bucher  Bailey Nicole McVey
Carson Lynn Cansler  Emma Kate Miller
Timothy Lane Clark  David Lane Missildine
Taylor Kay Couch  Hailey Alexis Obraudovich
Lauren Mae Culver  Allison Grace Pitmon
John Paul Donelson  Michelle LeeAnn Reyes
Ryder Lee Flener  Halie Jenson Richey
Mallory A. Geis  Charles Joseph Rosson
Raquel Allyse Gourley  Zane R. Schimmel
Kelsey Suzanne Gray  Breanna Faith Seaton
Kaylee M. Hasten  Grant Marion Simpson
Holly Marie Heald  Shelby Alyse Stillman
Emily Anna Kennedy  Brina Bernice Thomas
Anna Lorraine Kitzerow  Allison Danielle Troesser
Sophie Catherine Kuzniar  Kaitlyn M. Trolinger
Kathi Rose LaPoint  Morgan Faith Truitt
Mattie Lynn Lewis  Peyton Lee Young

• Biochemistry and Molecular Biology •
Jacob Ryan Batterton  Madelyn Ann Mayfield
McKaylin Nicole Betts  Madison M. Spitler
William Marshall Clune  Michael Joseph St. Clair, Sr.
Audrey Leanne Dagnell  Eleni Zoe Tsaras
Maya Elizabeth Doyle  Jace Turner
Alyssa Taylor Fehrenbach  Nolan Andrew Veenis
Steven Joshua Floyd  Joshua David Weertman
Amber Skye Howell  Taliah Ayanna Williams

• Entomology •
Meghan Michelle Gilliland  Autumn Ayris-Rayne Sutton
Christian Kimble  Loren Kellie Vidal
Jack Charles Milligan

• Environmental Science •
Rayna S. Ellison  Nicholas John Spain
Genette Rose Harris  Nicole Brianna Taylor

• Food Science •
Mandy Shannelle Sharp

• Horticulture •
Robert Peter Borgman  Nicholas Brian Johnson
Justin E. Crews  Tanner David Larson
Hannah Marie Nunn          Bryce G. Waugh
Preslee J. Pugh            Devin Vishal Williams
Malia Kelly Readnour       Keri Wilson

**Natural Resource Ecology and Management**

Macie Elizabeth Bonham          Amber Mae Laster
Miko Logan Brandon             Ronie Kay Loffelmacher
Samantha Raeshell Dixon        Brendan Michael Patten
Rachel Evelyn Foulke           Noah Xavier Schaper
Alexes Marie Gatewood          Makenzie Lynn Sheldon
Sydny Ray Hager                Jared Tye Snow
Dakoda J. Hart                 Mason Neil Stearns
Deanna Lee Hibbard             Jennifer Nicole Swedberg
Tarjei Elle Knudsvig           Brock Landon Vaughan
Rebecca Elizabeth Korn

**Plant and Soil Science**

Racelyn Maria Gemmell          Teresa B. Swantek
Gracie Kay Hladik              Baylee Layne White

**Bachelor of University Studies**

Cassandra Nicole Crafton       Tonisha Monsha Lamkin
Checotah Renee Gillett         Ryan Lloyd Rector
Sydney Nicole Herring          Cole H. Strickland
Kourtney Johnson               Addison Michelle Whitis
SPEARS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Kenneth Eastman, Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

• Accounting •
Abdullah F M O Alazemi
Ali A A A Alqallaf
Chase McKenzie Austin
Elizabeth Claire Bates
Hannah Nichole Burt
Daric Alan Vernon Coffee
Lucas Cole Collier
Landon James Conrad
Sabina O. Correa
Abby Maria Cummings
McKenna Rose Daugherty
Callie Deere
William Christopher Drake
James Michael Dunn
Kenny Tuan Duong
Emily Loren Eckert
Kolton Davis Fair
Zachary Aaron Faulkner
Chase Arthur Fogle
Stella Lee Ann Harrison
Benjamin Cale Hays
Jacquelyn Elizabeth Helm
Allison Nicole Hunt
Jakob Patrick Ketchum
Mitchell W. Lewis
Sean J. Looney
Dillon Jeffrey Marsh
Rustin James Martin
Saige Nicole Martin
Amanda S. Masters
Cindy Maya-Trevizo
Thaddaeus Jacob McClain
Sean P. McElligott
Foster Brooks McVey
Thomas Scott Middlebrook
Joshua Walter Mills
Madeline Grace Morse
Benjamin Mosel
Mark William Nokes
Joselyn Pando
Cheyenne Marie Platz
Wilma K. Redcorn
Grant Hunter Shipman
Peyton Madison Smith
Megan Ashley Stedman
Mena Elizabeth Sudock
Jamie Dawn Tarver
Brendon Flasch Weathers
Jaden Paige Weller
Matthew Louis Whalen
Tyler Drew Fuller Williams
Hayden Mark Winter
Morgan Brooke Wofford
Michael Ryan Zelewski

• Economics •
Jacob Taylor Bookout
Austin Lloyd Cruz Chesser
Taylor Diane Godwin
Hannah Ruth Hughes
Edgar Omar Ibarra
Caleb R. Moore
Cade Marshall Shirley
Jaden Wade Smoot

• Entrepreneurship •
Mason C. Allen
Ashlyn Ann Beagley
Connor Mitchell Burgin
Katie Marie Dragoo
Lauren Paige Fomby
Abbey Elizabeth Funk
Ryan Joseph Gabriel
Trevor Wade Gum
Carson Michael Gunther
Matthew Dylan Harris
Izaiah Roman Jackson
Madison Renee Kilbourne
Jace Parker Nicholas
Chase Michael Powell
Jackson Bradley Rice
Rook Foster Segrest
Mason Michael Selmon
Reyna Martha Matilda Smith
Sloan Riley Stefanek
CJ Selester Tate

• Finance •
Jalen Xavier Armendariz
James Peyton Ayers
Keeyana N. Chavez
Jaxon Eli Culwell
Chad Rorex Curtis
Siara Anastasia Alina Davis
Riley Alexander Dixon
Kaylee Leeann Donaldson
James Michael Dunn
Brendon J. Evers
Chase Arthur Fogle
Scott Cole Garcia
Matthew Edward Gibson
Brooklyn Jacar Grant
Brandon Maxwell Hainey
Elizabeth A. Hankins
Kade William Hermes
Victoria May Ketchum
Siam Mohammad Khan
Jay R. Kiefer
Hayden Stone King
Zachary Campbell Lang
Joshua Louis Lee
Shaan Malik

Samantha Angelo
Baylee Noelle Campbell
Conlan Charles Carey
Brooks A. Dickerson
Brian A. Dillon
Bailey Nicole Fothergill
Trace Tilghman George
Christopher D. Giblin
Savannah Rose Hagar

Jacob Burgess Henning
Aaron Daniel Hill
Bobbi Courtenai Jarmon
Amberlynn R. Jines
Drake Carson Jones
Derek Allen Nelson
Kaitlin Shelby Overstreet
Joshua D. Stuart
Katelynn Breann Wilson

Erica Danielle Besch
Cassidy Sue Breaux
Paden William Coldiron
Olivia A. Cowan
Alexandra Emily Fleischman
Alexis Nikole Halley
Zakeya Denise Marie Johnson
Rachel Marie McKisick

Cameron Dickey Mutis
Jackson Ford Pittman
Merry Katheryne Reynolds
Reagan Lea Sturges
Brooke Taylar VanDevender
Sadie Jean Walker
Whitney McGwire Wininger

• Hospitality and Tourism Management •

Rashad Marquez Black
Kimberly Nicole Burns
Hailey Lynn Crawford
Blake Daniel Greenway

Emma Clare Johnstone
Ariana Luna
Kathleen Elizabeth Mulhall
Kimberly E. Ojeda

• International Business •
Katherine L. Parr
Cristina Parra Roman
Sara Mariela Pineda

- Management -

Tyler Anderson
Brooks M. Barnes
Ismael Barrientos
Daniel E. Bateman
Christopher Eric Beck
Allie Rae Billman
Lamont Joseph Bishop
Rasheed Tavion Black
Emma Ruth Bond
Brittany Kaye Caster
Corey Evan Chaney
Michael Tre‘vion Cooper
Baylor Keith Cotts
Dustin Raye Dell
Russell Edmond Dilsks
Victoria Dill
Davis Payne Dills
Clayton Adam Edwards
Michaela Katheryn-Mae Egan
Hannah Faith Engles
Jade Orion Everett
Cara D. Feuerborn
Jackson Sinclair Finney
Lauren Paige Fomby
Trace Kellen Ford
Kelcey Rose Goodapple
Keith Charles Hanchett, Jr.
Thomas Westley Harper
Danielle Andrea Henry
Rylan Charles Hodges
McKenna Faith Hoppe
William Fischer Hopper
Candice Jackson
Andrew Michael Jacobs
Quentin Max Jordan
Caleb Parick Joyce
Zachary Campbell Lang
Caitlin JoAnne Layne
Dalton Eugene Light
Jonah Michael Loewe
Amanda S. Masters
Carson Rylee May
Marshall Matthew McAdams
Morgan Brooke McCauley
Emily Anne McNeill
Madisen Leora Merritt
Loren Jean Milledge
Alexander Ray Mirabal
Taylor Thomas Miterko

Madalyn Kay Shatto
Ashley Brooke Stoll
Ella Elizabeth Wilson

Brooks G. Murray
Hannah M. Naylor
Madeleine Julia Nicholson
Vincent Eric Ortega, Jr.
Angela Mildred Palmer
Brooke Nicole Pasteryk
John Marshall Pearce
Brianna Don Perry
Christina Marie Poahway
Samuel Thomas Powers
Zachary Charles Pulay
Grant Warren Randle
Haneen M. Rashwan
Jacob Thomas Rengstorf
Michelle Nicole Roberts
Alissa Grace Rachel Ryan
Cintia Saucedo
Mason J. Sauer
Grace Elizabeth Schwall
Hailee D. Sherrod
Chase E. Shideler
Sadie Marie Smith
Jenna Elizabeth Solheim
Brian Raymond Stark
Tracy Lynn Starr
Benjamin Michael Reece Staton
Ashley Brooke Stoll
Carson Jon Stoner
Joshua Charles Stuckey
Carson Isaac Tewell
Brooklyn Thomas
Maria Isabel Torres Gonzalez
Caeden Diesen Trenkle
Elian Trujillo
Lucas E. Tuder
Samuela Tuahalamaka
Kordel Marquise Tyler
DionAndre Charrod Ussery
Joseph C. Vaverka
Cameron Michael Vredevoogd
Kody Allen Walterscheid
Alexandra Samantha Williams
Brandon Reed Williams
Mackenzi Nicole Williams
Jonathan Preston Wilson
Robert A. Wilson, Jr.
Dylan Scott Wiyninger
Abby Nicole Wright
• Management Information Systems •

Eliot Acedo
Abdulaheem Mostafa Awad
Gentry Christine Ballard
Jared Eli Battiest
Tama Suzanne Church
Dustin Raye Dell
Andrew Micheal Fillmore
Juan Antonio Garcia
Dawson Glenn Gates
Connor Sebastian Gill
Nicholas Austin Gootos
Allison Kate Irving
Michael Steve Keel
William Wolfe Kerr
Maya Haven LaPrad
Isaac F. Lewis

Matthew Dean McMichael
Ashley Michelle Mendoza, Sr.
Joshua Walter Mills
Rhonda Renee Morton
Tanner Drake Muckey
Sheldon Reese Nigh
Zachary Thomas Novitske
Christopher Charles Taylor Pugh
Tanner M. Pullen
Joseph Ramirez
Henry James Rohlffing
Richard Lee Smith
Dylan Andrew Teague
Evan Christopher Wingate
Michael Ryan Zelewski

• Marketing •

Mason C. Allen
Lauren Avery Badiyan
Hannah Nicole Barker
Ashlyn Ann Beagley
Raney Bennett Bradley
Kali Makena Braithwaite
Masey Rebecca Brannon
Brendan Nicholas Ward Budnik
Connor Mitchell Burgin
Kimberly Nicole Burns
Cheyenne Autumn Burton
Sunyuanlong Chen
Michael Daniel Clarke, Jr.
Katelyn Elizabeth Costello
Hailey Lynn Crawford
Sarah Renee Creech
Katie Marie Dragoo
Michaela Katheryn-Mae Egan
Hannah Faith Engles
William Bo Faver
Trace Kellen Ford
Jacob Ray Fortune
Victoria Danielle Freeman
Luke M. Fritzler
Caston Hunter Frye
Abbey Elizabeth Funk
Ryan Joseph Gabriel
Brooke McKenna Gannaway
Logan Matthew Gray
Zoe Raelynn Gudenkauf
Hannah N. Hanzel
Brinkli Joi Hartman
Rylan Charles Hodges
McKenna Faith Hoppe
Izaiah Roman Jackson

Andrew Michael Jacobs
Bailey David James
Luke Anthony Kachurka
Madison Renee Kilbourne
Janessa Elizabeth Long
Carson Rylee May
Madison Marie Mays
Marshall Matthew McAdams
Parker C. McDonald
Rachel Marie McKisick
Emily Anne McNeill
Sophie Marie Meadows
Georgia Elizabeth Milhem
Jared Thomas Miller
Zachariah Lane Miller
Perla Maria Monhollon
Kobi Michael Moore
Jase John Murray
Jaxon J. Murray
Joscylin Michaela Murrell
Madeleine Julia Nicholson
Taylor Michael Norton
Angela Mildred Palmer
Brooke Nicole Pasteryk
Sara Mariela Pineda
Haneen M. Rashwan
Emilee Elizabeth Redding
Jackson Bradley Rice
Lindsey Lee Ricketts
Christopher R. Ritchie
Ryan David Schroder
Kyle Evan Schroeder
Grace Elizabeth Schwall
Rook Foster Segrest
Hunter John Seitz
Mason Michael Selmon  
Joshua Charles Sharp  
Adam L. Sherrill  
Chase E. Shideler  
David Kameron Singleton  
Reyna Martha Matilda Smith  
Jenna Elizabeth Solheim

Matthew Walter Speed  
Benjamin Michael Reece Staton  
Joseph C. Vaverka  
Cameron J. Wagner  
Shelby Renee Wilkerson  
Jonathan Preston Wilson

Bachelor of University Studies

Melissa J. Bodenstab  
Tanner Reid Brown  
Stacy Jo Calhoun  
Cole Michael Cosman  
Na’Drian Neundray Dizadare  
Maxwell Reece Noble Green  
William Garth Hayes  
Billy Hughart, Jr.

Craig Marcum Keirsey  
Eryka Michelle McIntyre  
Michael Allen Ray  
Megan Elisabeth Rohrbough  
Ryan Christopher Snyder  
Gavin M. Staton  
Kylee J. Thompson  
Kanion Alexander Williams
The list of fall degree candidates was prepared before final grades were reported, and inclusion herein does not constitute evidence of graduation. Final action to ensure an accurate listing of names of all persons qualified for degrees could not be compiled before this program went to print. The listing of a name in this program should not be construed as an indication that the person will in fact receive a fall degree from Oklahoma State University. Conversely, the absence of a student's name from this list does not necessarily mean the person will not be awarded a degree. Final certification of degree and academic distinction will be made by the Colleges and the Registrar after candidates have completed all degree requirements.

**Graduation with Distinction**
The following final grade-point-average distinctions are determined at degree completion and will appear on undergraduate diplomas and transcripts:

- **Summa cum laude**: 3.90-4.00
- **Magna cum laude**: 3.80-3.89
- **Cum laude**: 3.70-3.79

**Degree Abbreviations:**

- **BA**: Bachelor of Arts
- **BAR**: Bachelor of Architecture
- **BEN**: Bachelor of Engineering
- **BFA**: Bachelor of Fine Arts
- **BLA**: Bachelor of Landscape Architecture
- **BM**: Bachelor of Music
- **BPS**: Bachelor of Professional Studies
- **BS**: Bachelor of Science
- **BSAE**: Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering
- **BSAG**: Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources
- **BSBA**: Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
- **BSBE**: Bachelor of Science in Biosystems Engineering
- **BSCH**: Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
- **BSCP**: Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering
- **BSCV**: Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
- **BSEE**: Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
- **BSET**: Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology
- **BSHS**: Bachelor of Science in Human Sciences
- **BSIE**: Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering and Management
- **BSME**: Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
- **BSN**: Bachelor of Science in Nursing
- **BUS**: Bachelor of University Studies
- **GCRT**: Graduate Certificate
- **MA**: Master of Arts
- **MAG**: Master of Agriculture
- **MAT**: Master of Athletic Training
- **MATT**: Master of Arts in Teaching
- **MBA**: Master of Business Administration
- **MEN**: Master of Engineering
- **MFA**: Master of Fine Arts
- **MM**: Master of Music
- **MPH**: Master of Public Health
- **MS**: Master of Science
- **MPSM**: Professional Science Masters
- **EdS**: Specialist in Education
- **EdD**: Doctor of Education
- **DFS**: Doctor of Forensic Sciences
- **DHCA**: Doctor of Healthcare Administration
- **PhD**: Doctor of Philosophy
- **DVM**: Doctor of Veterinary Medicine
Additional Spring 2022 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Manuel Pedro Acosta • MBA Business Administration
Brian K. Adcock • MS Forensic Sciences
Jason M. Airoldi • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Tyler Dylan Albin • GCRT Finance & Investment Banking
Alex B. Angleton • BSBA Marketing
Brandon Wesley Arnold • MS Health Care Administration
Brady Scott Ballard • BSBA General Business
Abdulrhmaan F A H Baroun • BSHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Christy Leigh Bennefield • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Ravyn Dawn Bevard • MAG General Agriculture
Brooke Madison Black • BSAG Agricultural Economics
Carson A. Blevins • BSAG Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Stephanie Dawn Blossom • BSBA Management
Wendi Michelle Bowen • GCRT Developmental Disabilities
LaDarren Lynn Brown • GCRT Recreation and Leisure Management
Sandra Browning • MS Health Care Administration
Ethan Scott Bullock • BUS University Studies
Carson Walker Burks • BSBA Marketing
Brook M. Busby • MS International Agriculture
Hayley Anne Busby • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Ruoshi Cao • PHD Geology
Daniel A. Caughlin • BSBA Finance
Dector J. Celaya • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Koby Lee Cone • BSAG Animal Science
Mary Elizabeth Cordia • MS Mass Communications
Sara Dawson Cowan • MS Health Care Administration
Ashley Schiller Cox • MS Health Care Administration
Abigail Dallyn Davis • MS Agricultural Communications
Sarah Jessica Davis • MAG International Agriculture
Angelica N. Diaz • BS Zoology
Larissa Leah Helena Duncan • MS Global Studies
Ross Michael Dunn • MS Health Care Administration
Brandon D. Dusenberry • GCRT Medical Sciences
Ellen Elizabeth Eakin • MBA Business Administration
Johnny Dwight Elwood III • BUS University Studies
Ryan David Epperly • BSBA Management
Samuel G. Etchison • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Jalen Andre Fields • BS Sociology
James Mitchell Funk • BSBA Finance
Lemaefe Savini Galeai • BUS University Studies
Brendan P. Gilligan • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Scott Ryan Goeppner • PHD Zoology
Hannah Gordon • BUS University Studies
Dillon Thomas Graham • MS Educational Technology
Presley D. Gray • GCRT Medical Sciences
Terrence D’Lon Greene • GCRT Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Worake Barry Guy • BSAG Environmental Science
Trevor Corbin Haley • BSBA Management
Sarah–Katheryn Noel Hanning • MS Counseling
Jeremy Walter Haren • BSBA Management
Keaton Connor Hargett • BSBA Management
Jonathan Matthew Harris, Sr. • BSAG Entomology
Carter Lee Hassell • BA English
Ian McKienze Hickman • BS Applied Exercise Science
Logan Matthew Hirsch • MS Agricultural Education
Levi Gene Holter • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Austin G. Hoose • GCRT Entrepreneurship
Robert A. Hotson • MS Quantitative Financial Economics
Mary Randolph Irwin • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Joseph A. Jackson • BA Psychology
Haley Ann Jameson • BSBA Marketing
Hadley C. Jensen • BSBA Marketing
Alexis P. Johnson • BSBA Management
Jakob Creed Jones • BSAG Horticulture
Nicholas G. Jones • BSAG Animal Science
Ritesh Roy Karan • MS Health Care Administration
Tyler Vincent King • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Lindsay Christine Lafleur • BUS University Studies
Sarah M. Lankford • MS Human Development and Family Science
Zixi Li • BSBA Finance
Sloane Kathryn Loges • BA Sociology
Marcus R. Long • BUS University Studies
Diana Lopez Valderrabano • MS Global Studies
Steve Maertens-Poole • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Elving Andrew Joseph Martinez • BS Biology
Mitchell Cole Martinez • MM Music
Scott Mayer • MS Health Care Administration
Koy Joseph McFarland • MS Health Care Administration
Timothy William Menzer • GCRT International Disaster and Emergency Management
Jessica L. Metz • MS Health Care Administration
Ethan Alexander Montgomery • BSAG Agricultural Economics
Gregory Morgan • GCRT Medical Sciences
Victoria Ann Murphy • BS Psychology
Natalie Nicole Neal-Cloud • EDS Education
Robert Heath Noble • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Donna M. Nolan • GCRT Grassland Management
Aubrey Lane Owen • MS Educational Technology
Hayden Hill Park • BA Multidisciplinary Studies
Kassidy E. Paul • MBA Business Administration
Joshua Glenn Pearce • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Gavin Cade Penney • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Hannah Elisabeth Pope • GCRT Medical Sciences
Elias Prado Morales • MBA Business Administration
Nancy Ann Preston • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Carlos A. Ramirez III • BSET Construction Engineering Technology
Emma Cecelia Rapplean • BSAG Animal Science
Karina Ashley Reelfs • MS International Agriculture
Peyton Troy Davison Reichert • GCRT Human Resource Management
Erich Patrick Reif • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Avery Frances Robinson • MM Music
Jase Lee Romine • BS Political Science
Fred Donte Ross • MS Forensic Sciences
Gordon Henry Royce • MS Quantitative Financial Economics
Jason Salerno • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Raul Sonny Salinas • MS Health Care Administration
Sara S. Sanghera • MBA Business Administration
Lynn Renee DeBolt Schroeder • PHD Education
Lynn Renee DeBolt Schroeder • GCRT Program Evaluation
David Michael Scott • BS Elementary Education
Kelsea Nichole Shaffer • BUS University Studies
Shant Zaven Simonian • MBA Business Administration
John Brandtly Simpson • BUS University Studies
Chandler Alexander Smith • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Steven A. Smith • MS Aviation and Space
Roy J. Stovall • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
CJ Tate • BUS University Studies
Amanda Susan Thomas • BUS University Studies
Mary Mallory Timmons • MS Educational Psychology
Michael Keith Tsujimoto • MS Health Care Administration
Natalie Grace Tucker • BSBA Marketing
Joe Vega, Jr. • MS Forensic Sciences
Murray Joseph Verbonitz • MS Environmental Engineering
Nikhil Verma • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Carlee Diane Vogt • MS Human Development and Family Science
Ruth L. Warren • BUS University Studies
Hunter Christopher Wash • BUS University Studies
Zhenke Wei • BSAG Agribusiness
Meredith Lynn Wichman • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Stephen M. Williams • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Joshua Caleb Willingham • MS International Agriculture
Jason M. Wilson • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Andrew J. Witzel • MBA Business Administration
Michael J. Woods • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Christian John Worthen • BUS University Studies
Reagan Alexis Wright • GCRT Recreation and Leisure Management
Ryan H. Young • GCRT Forensic Arson, Explosives, Firearms, and Toolmarks Investigation
Additional Summer 2022 Degree Recipients

OSU spring and summer degree candidates are invited to participate in the OSU spring commencement ceremony, and their names are listed in the spring commencement book. However, because the spring commencement book goes to print shortly after April 1, it is not possible to include candidates who apply for graduation after that date. This section recognizes these degree recipients, some of whom will participate in today’s ceremony.

Muhammad Salman Abbasi • PHD Geology
Mary Ann Adair • MS Health Care Administration
Branden Tyler Adams • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Ravi Teja Addanki Tirumala • PHD Chemical Engineering
George Paa Kwesi Affadu Danful • PHD Chemistry
Shady Emad Refaat Elsayed Ahmed • PHD Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Stefanie Alexander • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Dawod Salman Banay Almayahi • PHD Geology
Ali Ghadeer Alnuwaysir • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Enrique Alvarez Soto • GCRT Entrepreneurship
Shamanthak Sughnani Amarendranath • MS Biosystems Engineering
Jesse Ray Andrews • PHD Geography
Jae Nicole Anthony-Wilson • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Megan Rae Armstrong • BSBA Marketing
V. Lindsey Ashinhurst • MS Agricultural Economics
Surya Bhaskar Ayyalasomayajula • PHD Business Administration
Teresa Elise Backiel • BSBA General Business
Taylor Nicole Bacon • MS Agricultural Communications
Gabriel W. Bahr • PHD Business Administration
Alec Michael Bailey • MS Health Care Administration
Spencer Robert Baird • MS Health Care Administration
Kathryn Anne Baker • BEN Architectural Engineering
Haleigh Cheyenne Barnes • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Jeremiah B. Barton • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Jeremiah B. Barton • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Raghu Teja Battula • MS Computer Science
Emma Elizabeth Bayus • MS Health Care Administration
Anna Bazhaw-Hyscher • BSHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Connor Bazis • MS Health Care Administration
Dominic E. Beal • BSBA General Business
Bryton Mitchell Beck • BS Health Education and Promotion
Julia Elizabeth Bercher • MS Accounting
Princess DeLoris Berry • BUS University Studies
Courtney Michelle Bertke • BSBA Accounting
Esaias Brian Betts • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Meredith Lee Beyl • MS Counseling
Prayash Dutta Bhattacharai • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Bhavya Bhimireddy • MS Computer Science
Dalton Dean Blankinship • MS Health & Human Performance
Mia Chanel Bledsoe • MS Health Care Administration
Samuel Gregory Blinkhorn • BSBA Accounting
Taylor Marie Blose • MS Health Care Administration
Ruthvik Rao Bobbili • MS Computer Science
Katherine B. Bode • MS Nutritional Sciences
Allison Lloyd Bohn • MBA Business Administration
Robert Cole Dillman • MS Nutritional Sciences
Kaylie Michele Dobos • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Dannyelle Colleen Driver • MS Counseling
Garin M. Dudley • BUS University Studies
Audrey Elaine Eades • BUS University Studies
Jacinda Lacy Earwood • MA Art History
Jacinda Lacy Earwood • GCRT Museum and Curatorial Studies
Michelle Andrea Echeverri • BS Computer Science
Christopher James English • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Deborah Dee Fain • BSBA Marketing
Junkan Fan • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Mario Ferretti IV • BSBA Marketing
Jessica Emma Figart • BSAG Animal Science
Eric Joseph Flores • BSBA Finance
Austin Dion Fontenot • BUS University Studies
Thomas Geoffrey Foreman • BS Applied Exercise Science
Nicole Elizabeth Forret • BS Psychology
Kale B. Fouts • BUS University Studies
Alyson Lane Freeland • MS Health Care Administration
Hannah Freeman • MS Counseling
Zachary Frye • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Marta Gajor • MS Health Care Administration
Sarah Nicole Gamble • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
Kalon Gao • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Aaron Joseph Gilbert • MS Health Care Administration
Breleisha Au'Reyl Gilbert • PHD Health, Leisure and Human Performance
Marina D. Glasscock • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
Nicholas Paul Goertemiller • BS Computer Science
Cara Allanna Gordon • DVM Veterinary Medicine
Mackenzi R. Graham • BSBA Marketing
Sarah Emmeline Griffes • MS Human Development and Family Science
Kenneth Michael Grifno • PHD Business Administration
Andrew Payton Hall • BSBA Accounting
Christopher Neal Hall • MAG General Agriculture
Takota Raye Hamilton • BUS University Studies
Melia Keona Harp • BS Biology
Rebecca Haley Harper • BSAG Animal Science
Stephanie Sharay Hart • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Kelsey May Hausam • MS Mass Communications
Alexis Lillian Head • BSAG Animal Science
Grant Allan Heath • BSBA Management
Elise Michele Heigle • MS Accounting
Taylor Kyle Hendrick • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Ashley Marie Henry • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Keyera S. Henry • BS Sociology
Joshua Owen Herlan • MS Quantitative Financial Economics
Katie Herzig • BSBA Economics
Colton Eric Herzog • MS Integrative Biology
Stephen James Higginbotham • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Brandy Geneva Hinesley • MA History
Brandy Geneva Hinesley • GCRT Museum and Curatorial Studies
Karan Jeetendra Hingmire • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
John Gerard Hodge • PHD Plant Science
Aubree Denae Hollowell • BSAG Animal Science
Natalie Kate Holsten • BS Psychology
Skyler Brayden Hoot • BSAG Animal Science
Christopher Lawrence Hopper • BA History
Mason William Hornick • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Clinton A. Hostetler • MS Health Care Administration
Hannah Michelle Hunter • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Hannah Ruth Hurt • MS Statistics
Josiah Gaines Ireland • PHD Mathematics
Molly Elizabeth Jackson • MS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Skylar Lynn James • BS Strategic Communication
Ammon Frank Jeffery • BSBA Accounting
Gillian Jenkins Copeland • MS Counseling
Macy Noel Jennings • GCRT Museum and Curatorial Studies
Macy Noel Jennings • MA Art History
J. Harrell Johnson • MS Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Sierra M. Johnson • BSAG Animal Science
Brian Jason Jolly • MS Health Care Administration
Deepa Rani Jose • MS Health Care Administration
Ian David Juby • MS Materials Science and Engineering
Mounika Kasaraneni • PHD Computer Science
Ankit Kaushal • MS Computer Science
Viswanadh Kavuri • MS Computer Science
Spencer E. Keck • BUS University Studies
Kelsey Ann Kehl • BUS University Studies
Tamara Keller • MS Forensic Sciences
Samuel Austin Kelley • GCRT Health Care Administration
Ivana Kentera • GCRT Health Care Administration
Eileen Hunter Kerrigan • MS Human Development and Family Science
Jeongseung Kim • PHD Agricultural Economics
Cameron Blake Kincannon • MS Health & Human Performance
Bailey Alexandra Knighten • BS Zoology
Svetlana Koltovskiaia • PHD English
Jett Maurice Kroening • BSBA General Business
Laura Susan Krohn • PHD Education
Danielle Krzeczkowski • BSBA Accounting
Shantanu Dhananjay Kulkarni • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Thirumala Krishna Kurakula • MS Management Information Systems
Judith Corinne LaBounty • MBA Business Administration
Irene Landaverde • BSET Mechanical Engineering Technology
Katelyn Marie Lang • DVM Veterinary Medicine
Michelle Nguyen Lawson • BSBA Marketing
Tuan Minh Le • MS Business Analytics and Data Science
Ariel L. Ledbetter • BUS University Studies
Grayson Edward Anthony Ledergerber • MS Accounting
Seokil Lee • PHD Agricultural Economics
Stephen W. Lee • MS Human Development and Family Science
Kristen Ellen Lejeune • MS Forensic Sciences
Devin Gabriel Lemons • BUS University Studies
Blake Nolan Lewis • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Kaylee Paige Lewis • BUS University Studies
Isaac Serge Likekele • BUS University Studies
Emily Rose Linsky • MS Human Development and Family Science
Brittany Michelle Livingston • MS International Agriculture
Chaelynne Elizabeth Lohr • MS Forensic Sciences
Carla M. Long • BAR Architecture
Sagely Marie Long • BS Sociology
Susanna Victoria Lopez • PHD Psychology
Sarah Anne Love • MS Health Care Administration
Piper Julia Lowder • BSHS Design, Housing and Merchandising
Johnathon K. Lowe • MS Global Health
Aaron Lua • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Sheldon Corbet Mack II • MS Environmental Science
Venkata Satya Sai Sriram Madepalli • MS Computer Science
Ayan Maiti • PHD Mathematics
Hector Andres Maldonado • MS International Agriculture
Jonathan Maldonado • BUS University Studies
Emily Oreta Manuel • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Emily Oreta Manuel • MS Agricultural Education and Leadership
Ian J. Marshall • BUS University Studies
Keiri Dariana Martinez • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Erin E. Mathews • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Ellis D. Mauser • BS Plant Biology
McKenzie Ann McCaleb • BA Global Studies
Jeremiah Ruben-David McCaslin • BSBA Marketing
Anna Beth McDonald • BSBA Marketing
Howard Everett McDonald III • MS Health Care Administration
Hannah LeAnn McGirl • BSAG Animal Science
Guy Frederick McGuire • MS Environmental Science
Peri Camille McKinnis • BA English
Hunter B. Mckinnon • BSAG Animal Science
Pierce Thomas McLaughlin • MS Aviation and Space
Kaitlyn Ann McSpadden • BA English
Megan Jonea Medders • BS Psychology
Ramya Mikkilineni • MS Computer Science
Grace Helen Miller • BSBA Hospitality and Tourism Management
Melody Faith Miller • MS Human Development and Family Science
Harrison Scott Milliren • BSBA Marketing
Joshua M. Minton • BSEE Electrical Engineering
Karen Knepper Mitchek • EDD School Administration
Tiffany Lee Mollohan • GCRT Integrative Design of Building Envelope
Sydney Elizabeth Moore • BS Psychology
Vesta Blaire Moore • MS International Agriculture
Erick Paul Moreau • BSAG Agricultural Communications
Daniel Allen Morrison • BUS University Studies
Emily Jane Mortimer • PHD Education
Bryce Leighton Murdock • BS Psychology
Adaii Omar Murillo • BS Computer Science
Cian John Murphy • MS Aviation and Space
Shantanu Namjoshi • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Theophilus Neequaye • PHD Chemistry
Ryan Lee Nelson • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Delsy Odalis Nevarez-Antillon • BSAG Food Science
Talia Luu Nguyen • MS Engineering and Technology Management
Rosa Maria Novo • MBA Business Administration
Minelly Nunez • BUS University Studies
Donna Darlene Oliver • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
John Nabil Omiesh • MS Global Studies
James Patrick OSullivan • MS Aviation and Space
Rebecca Sarah Palazzo • MS Health Care Administration
Abhiram Siva Prasad Pamula • PHD Civil Engineering
Bradley Michael Panske • MBA Business Administration
Alyssa Renee Parker • BUS University Studies
Lyndon Garrett Parker • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
Robert James Walter Parmer • MS Health Care Administration
Matthew Alexander Patjawee • MS Health Care Administration
Jason Lee Patocka • BSBA Accounting
Kelsey Nicole Lee Patzkowsky • MS Counseling
Ryan Edward Paul • BUS University Studies
Caitlyn Nichole Pauley • MS Health Care Administration
Bowen Behan Paussey • MS Global Studies
Ximena Alejandra Paz Portal • PHD Animal Science
Joshua Glenn Pearce • GCRT Information Assurance
Yashwanth Peddaboina • MS Computer Science
Cameron S. Peters • BS Recreation Management and Recreational Therapy
Meredith Michele Pierson • GCRT Effective Teaching in Secondary Schools
Jon Wayne Poe, Jr. • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Harshith Rao Ponugoti • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Mckinzey Terrell Helaualohaokalani Porter • PHD Counseling Psychology
Christopher David Posey • PHD Educational Leadership and Policy Studies
Shelby Taylor Pulley • MS Health Care Administration
Christina Louise Pynn • PHD School Psychology
Luz del Carmen Quiroz Pérez • MBA Business Administration
Gillian Heather Rathbun • BSAG Animal Science
Russell Keith Ray • BSBA General Business
Karsten Patrick Razook • BSBA Accounting
Maurice Howland Redding IV • PHD Business Administration
Nicholas Blake Redwine • BSET Construction Engineering Technology
Austin Winterowd Reed • MS Counseling
Brittany Maire Reeves • BUS University Studies
Prajwal Reddy Rereddy • MS Computer Science
Samuel Thomas Reynolds • BSBA Management
Claudia Alejandra Rhoades • PHD Agricultural Economics
Brady James Rice • BA Psychology
Matthew Robert Riley • MS Aviation and Space
Jeffrey Michael Robe • MS Animal Science
Adam Christopher Roberts • MS Forensic Sciences
Luke Thomas Roberts • BSBA Management
Bradley Joe Robertson • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Hayley Katherine Robertson • GCRT Building Level Leadership
Makenna Rae Robison • BUS University Studies
Jessica Robledo • BSBA International Business
Jessica Robledo • BSBA Marketing
Abigail Lee Rodgers • BS Psychology
Christian George Roopnarinesingh • BS Biology
Carson Thomas Ross • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Jack Taylor Ruark • BSBA Marketing
Dewan Russel Rahman • PHD Chemistry
Jared William Ruth • BS Microbiology/Cell and Molecular Biology
Trevor Joseph Rzeszutko • BSBA Marketing
Caroline Elaine Sabolik • MS Human Development and Family Science
Parisa Sahraeian • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Shabarish Sama • MS Computer Science
Caitlyn Nicole Sanchez • MS Counseling
Kelly D. Sargent • MS Health Care Administration
Michael Adam Sauceda • GCRT Medical Sciences
Andrea Lyn Scaggs • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Parker Jason Scarbrough • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
Cole Christopher Schmeisser • BS Computer Science
Kasi Nicole Schneid • MS Animal Science
Robert Gavin Schrader • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Katlin Marie Seagraves • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
Fabricio Jose Isaias Serrano Rodriguez • BAR Architecture
Gracie Brooke Rose Shankle • BS Biology
Luke Robert Sharp • BSAG Animal Science
Ishtar Silva Lara • PhD Animal Science
Jessica Michelle Simmons • MA History
Connor Robert Simpson • BUS University Studies
Aseem Pal Singh • PhD Biosystems Engineering
Katherine W. Slenker • MS Biomedical Sciences
Mary J. Sloat • EDD School Administration
Cadlyn Shaw Smith • BSAG Agricultural Leadership
Evan McKinley Smith • BSBA International Business
Koby W. Smith • BSBA Marketing
Koby W. Smith • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Tyson Taylor Smith • BUS University Studies
Liam Gibson Snider • BS Chemistry
Zackery Jeffrey Sommer • MS Health Care Administration
Miyeon Son • PhD Agricultural Economics
Juliana Rose Soper • MS Educational Psychology
Jose Luis Sosa, Jr. • BSBA Management
Isio Sota-Uba • PhD Chemistry
Cynthia Soto • MS Human Development and Family Science
Rebekah Janel Spainhour • DVM Veterinary Medicine
Caleb Maguire Stein • BSBA General Business
Alison Nicole Sterba • PhD Education
Gabriel Paige Stivers • BUS University Studies
Conner Stone • BSBA Finance
Lacey Dawn Stout • BS Multidisciplinary Studies
Robert Eugene Streeter III • BUS University Studies
John Somerset Strickland • BSME Mechanical Engineering
John Somerset Strickland • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Qinghe Su • PhD Economics
Hayleigh Kathryn Subera • BUS University Studies
Dawei Sun • MS Health & Human Performance
Qianbo Sun • PhD Statistics
Ethan S. Swanson • BSBA Entrepreneurship
Sherena Brianne Swatsky • BA Sports Media
David Tamez • MBA Business Administration
Eunice Natasha Tarver • PhD Education
Logan Reese Taylor • BSBA Finance
Weston Jay Taylor • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Nikhil Gautam Thaker • MS Health Care Administration
Kendall Jeremiah Thomas • BS Public Health
Katelyn Marie Thompson • BS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Hannah Nichole Tomlinson • BSAG Natural Resource Ecology and Management
Christopher Drew Treat • BSBA Management
Christopher Drew Treat • BSBA Marketing
Joseph C. Tripodi • MBA Business Administration
Mindy Gail Tripp • MS Teaching, Learning and Leadership
Cindy E. Tsotsoros • PHD Psychology
Abigail Mae Tucker • MS Plant and Soil Sciences
Kristina Noel Unruh • GCRT Dietetics
Kristina Noel Unruh • MPH Public Health
Nirmal Manish Babu Vaddiraju • MS Civil Engineering
Venkata Satya Sai Karthik Vallabhaneni • MS Computer Science
Jessica M. Vallier • DVM Veterinary Medicine
Sharath Chandra Reddy Vudem • MS Computer Science
Kaitlin B. Wade • MS Forensic Sciences
Kelsey R. Wagner • GCRT Integrative Design of Building Envelope
Bradley Neal Waken • GCRT Non-Profit Management
Catharine Elizabeth Walker • EDD School Administration
Brandon Howard Wall • BS Mathematics
Jeb William Wallace • MS Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Zekai Wang • MS Industrial Engineering and Management
Ziyu Wang • MA Philosophy
Samantha Carroll Waters • MS Communication Sciences and Disorders
Taylor Jade Wattenbarger • BSBA Marketing
Kylie Glynn Wheeler • BSAG Animal Science
Emily L. Wiesen • GCRT Forensic Investigative Sciences
Jacob Robert Wilbur • BUS University Studies
Dalton James Wilcox • BSBA Marketing
Emily Nicole Wilkinson • MS Agricultural Education
Barrett C. Williams • GCRT Statistical Methods and Analyses in Educational and Behavioral Sciences
Randall Lee Williams II • MS Educational Leadership Studies
Parker Leonardo Wilson • MBA Business Administration
Derick Rodney Winsett • BSBA Marketing
Sarah Alice Winton • BSAG Animal Science
Derrick Edward Wood • BSAG Agricultural Communications
William Patrick Wooten • BS Aerospace Administration and Operations
McClaine Abigail Wright • BS Sociology
Mulusew Yayehyirad • MS Health Care Administration
Byongku John Yim YIm • BS Secondary Education
Byongku John Yim • BS Mathematics
Xianglong Yin • BSET Fire Protection and Safety Engineering Technology
Brandon Michael York • BSME Mechanical Engineering
Brandon Michael York • BSAE Aerospace Engineering
Benjamin Edward Zeinner • MS Health Care Administration
Ashley Nicole Zeng • DVM Veterinary Medicine
Yuan Zhang • PHD Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Sydnie Elizabeth Ziegler • BS Applied Exercise Science
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